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Share Mega Man redirects here. For other characters, also named Mega Man, see The Mega Man Artwork from Rockman X DiVE Creator (s) Various Oldest versions of the Hsiehtm (2003) The newest version of Francisco Rondan's version (2016) The Origin of Mega Man Mega Man
(known in Japan as Rockman) is the main character of the Mega Man series by Capcom. It was originally a laboratory robot, but was later turned into a combat robot to protect the world from the evil scientist Dr. Wiley and his evil robotic masters. It appeared in various crossover titles,
including the Marvel vs. Capcom series and Super Smash Bros. for Nintendo 3DS and Wii U. Mega Man was originally a laboratory assistant to a robot named Rock, which was built by Dr. Thomas Light with the ability to use a variety of tools. After Dr. Wylie steals the original six master
robots from Dr. Light's lab and reprograms them for world domination, rock volunteers must be transformed into a combat robot, with the intention of getting stolen robotic masters and bringing Wily to justice. Now known as Mega Man, he now possesses Mega Buster, a gun embedded in his
right hand that can shoot powerful plasma explosions. The systems that controlled his ability to use the tools were then repurposed into a weapon copying system, allowing him to reproduce the forces of the robotic masters he was defeating. In M.U.G.E.N, Mega Man was made by several
creators. Many versions of the character are based on his appearance in the battle game Marvel vs. Capcom, while JinKazama is another similar to its original incarnation, while others, despite the use of sprites from this game, have brand new movements and color palettes. The Hsiehtm
version is basically an accurate representation of the Blue Bomber as he appeared in Mega Man 2, this character has to jump and shoot his way to victory, although he has thankfully managed to overcome Air Man, Flash Man and Metal Man beforehand. In addition to being relatively
diminutive to a typical combat game character, fans of the series may notice that the colors of Mega Man remain the same when switching to one of its alternative weapons. Read more often... This version of the blue bomber, made by JinKazama, is almost identical, in sprites, and in a
moveset with Marvel vs. Capcom Mega Man. However, he has a Proto Man help/striker and the original Level 3 Hyper. Read more often... The ChAoTiC version while not bad or good Mega Man, this is one you should try if you don't like its Marvel vs. Capcom moveset. Now he looks more
like a chotoclone. Read more often... The first version of DarkCipherLucius For its first version of the beloved blue robot, DarkCipherLucius made a unique clone of its Marvel vs. Capcom appearance, equipped with some new weapons, mechanics and hypers. His quick, long-range
projectiles could do for zoning, but its A.I. only moderately uses them. Read more often... Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, if otherwise Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Game Information : Links : Official website MMX Wiki
Wikipedia TFG Game Review Video Preview : Fighter Conversion : X1-X3 Fighters Game : Agile : Ronan Cer0, Cesarsombra Armored Armadillo : Shimon, Cyberspider Bit : Cesarsombra Blast Hornet : Shimon Blizzard Buffalo : Shimon, Mariotimugen Boomer Kuvanger : Shimon,
Cyberspider Bubble Crab : Cesarsombra Byte : Cesarsombra Chill Penguin : Shimon, Cyberspider Crush Crawfish : Cesarsombra : Freezeman Beetle : Cesarsombra Morph Moth : Mothra67 Neon Tiger : Cesarsombra Overdrive Ostrich : Cesarsombra Sergeants : Cesarsombra Sigma :
N64Mario (X Exclamation_Question 1), Cesarsombra (X1,X2), Brandonuto Cyberspider StingIng Chameleon : Shimon, Cyberspider Cyberspider Toxic SeaHorse : Cesarsombra Rhino Tunnel : Shimon, Cesarsombra X : N64Mario (X1), Leonardo (X1-3), Falchion22 (X1) X - Full Armor :
Velguarder : Cesarsombra Vile : Kyo Kusanagi (X1), Barubara (X3) Violen : Cesarsumbra : Shimon, Cesarsombra Wheel Gator : Cesarsombra Wire Sponge : Cesarsombra zero : ShoShingo (X2), Mr.Pancadaria (X3), Lorenzo Comic (X1-X2), MGMN'X (X3), Falchion22 (X1) X4-X6 Fighters
Game : Axle Red : Austin Omega32able Blaze Heatnix Emiliano Palleres Blizzard Wolfang : Colonel sabre user : Shikkoku, Diego Sanchez and Sabre user, MegaMan X4 Commander Yammark : Cesarsombra, MegaMan X4 Cyber Peacock : Snow Wolf Dark Dizzy : Cesarsombra Double :
Shimon, Gm Duff McHulen : Omega32able Dynamo : Gustavo Carvalho, FXFreitas Frost Mor Frost Walrus : Roberto22 Gate : O_Experto, Gm General : Diego Sanchez Grizzly Slash : Denmou Ground Scaravich : Cesarsombra Tall Max : Taihay, Redline and Tayhai Infinity Mijinion :
Ahuron Iris : Shikkoku Izzy Glow : Emiliano Palleres Jet Stingray : Snowwolf Magma Dragoon : Cesarsombra Rainy Turtloid : Cesarsombra Shield Sheldon : Cesarsombra Sigma : Cesarsombra (X4), Jojo Fu (X6), Ahuron (X5), , Hunter_eXe (X5), Gustavo Carvalho (X4) Skiver :
DiegomanX5, Snow Wolf Slash Beast : Gaara Coraso Negro, Helios, Diego Sanchez, Redline, Elmura Split Mushroom : Cesarsombra Squid Adler : Gaara Koranyo Negro Storm Owl : Gm, Snowwolf Web Spider : Cesarsombra X : Ard-Kiro, FXFreitas, DragonFaku X - Blade Armor : X -
Falcon (X5,X6) : Omega32able X - Force Armor (X4) : Heyakes, FXFreitas X - Shadow Armor (X6) : Jojo Fu, Gustavo Carvalho X - Ultimate Armor (X6) : Heyakes, Gm, Ahuron, Tomislav Lukich and FXFreitas zero : Robnius (X4), X Sabre User (X4), Shikkoku (X4), DiegomanX5 (X4,X5),
Omega32able (X4), Fusion (X4.X5), Vegettossj2 Джоджо Фу (X4 Черный ноль), Тако (X4-X6), Редлайн и Ариэль Ко Специальные отредактированные версии : Абсолютный ноль : FXFreitas Алия : FXFreitas, MegaMan X4 Axl : Heat Team Pro Chill Penguin : MugenPlayer21 Cyber
Naraku (Inuyasha) : RicePigeon Ereg-1000 : Dronekiller женский Maverick Hunter X : FXFreitas Infinity Sigma : Redline Lumine : Art12345 Vs Стиль Дебюты Команда - Gladiacloud - Бекимус Нео Сефирот (Final Fantasy VII) : Luvly Angel Storm Eagle : Ron_Berka Vile : Ayumu Sekijo,
Omega32able, DragonFaku X : Даниэль Козер, AxKeeper X (командная миссия) : Omega32able X (MMX1 Легкая броня) : Томислав Лукич X (MMX8 Icarus Armor) : Томислав Лукич X (MMX8 Ultimate Armor) : Art12345 - FXFreitas, Томислав Лукич Ноль : Ариэль Ко,
DarkCypherLucius и Ариэль Ко, Рамзанеко и Nexus Игры нулевой (MMX1) : FXFreitas, DragonFaku нулевой (ММЗ) : Bigshowfall, Omega32able Этапы, Screenpacks и Аддоны : Screenpacks : Omega32able, Густаво Карвальо Портрет пакеты : Pallets : Full Stage Packages : Game
Resource Rips : Fighter Rips: Sprites, Inc., Random Talking Bush (X)(X1-3), Musk (X1), Liberty Fighter (X1), Variety (X2), Redblueyellow and Mighty Jetters (X3), Belial, Bonzai and Grim (X3), Barudari (X4), ACE Spark, Eureka Drama X and NIK (X4), Magma Dragun MK-II (X5), Magma
Dragoon MK-II (X6), ACE Spark (X6) Fighter Color Divided Rips : Stage Rips : Badbatman3 (X1) FX Rips : 3) 2), Magma Dragun MK-II (Items) (X4-6) Fire URM Shirkan (Shirkan): One of the first personalized Megaman X-style mega-characters. For winmugen 1.0 (2.82 MB) For winmugen
1.0 (2.82 MB) July 12, 2017. Rating: 4.0/10 Tags: mugen mvc megaman-X Daniel Kozer (megaman x MVC style) MEGAMAN/ ROCKMAN. Views 13897, PLAY CHARS. From: InternetCommentCopy linkJune 30 Summary Of Mega Man Character List Is a list of characters from the Mega
Man series. In Japan, the Mega Man series is known as Rockman. 1 Main Characters 1.2 Dr. Light 1.3 Dr. Wily 1.4 Proto Man 2 Supporting Characters 2.3 Bio-Devil 2.4 Sniper Joe 2This a list of characters from the Mega Man series. In Japan, the Mega Man series is known as Rockman.
The main characters1.2 Dr. Light1.3 Dr. Wily1.4 Proto Man2 Supporting Characters2.3 Bio-Devil2.4 Sniper Joe2.5 Dr. Cossack2.8 Kalinka.10 Stardroids2.11 Mega Man Killers2.13 Reggae2.14 Robot MastersTitle speaks for itself. JOJO has done a great job on these. Note that it's not all
murder, apparently. They are the most, however. Enjoy! Megaman /RockmanHome Mugen Database Capcom Megaman / RockmanForte.EXE By 187Ground Man Stage By CalamixRM-F King Stage by CalamixVAVA by Ayumu SekijoRock Man X by taiheiAwakened zero taiheiRockman
on car CerenasMattrex by SnowwolfCyber-Peacock is not bad. If it's a promotion, keep in mind. Rule of unity: #10. No advertising or public action is allowed. Period. (Further Reading) Mega Man CharactersYavaria The Person/Characters TVTropes is licensed under the Creative Commons
Attribution-Non-Profit-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License. Permits beyond this license may be available from the email-protected privacy policy of Super Smash Bros.All Mega Man CharactersJune 30Mega Man (character) Mega Man( known as Rockman (Japanese: ロ クマ?, Hepburn:
Rokkuman) in Japan, is the main character and protagonist of Capcom's Mega Man series. The character was created by Akira Kitamura for the first Mega Man reMega Man NT Warrior CharactersJune 30Mega Man NT Warrior Images and the sounds of characters from Mega Man NT
Warrior. Voice actors image from the Mega Man NT Warrior voice cast. Megaman Battle Network / TVTropes Characters is licensed according to creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercialAll Achievement Program in Mega Man Network Transmission25Mega Man Network
Transmission This video will show you all the achievements of the program that can be made in Mega Man Network Transmission and what chips you need to perform them. After that, I'll show off a complete library of chips with each chip collected and everMega Man RollJanuary 26List
Mega Man characters is a list of characters from the Mega Man series. In Japan, the Mega Man series is known as Rockman. 1 Main Heroes 1.2 Dr. Light 1.3 Dr. Wily 1.4 Proto Man 2 Supporting Characters 2.3 Bio-Devil 2.4 Sniper Joe 2Mega Man Star Force26Mega Star Force The year is
22XX. JAXA, Space Science Laboratory, discovers the planet where aliens live. The space satellite is launched to establish a friendly relationship with the planet, but the satellite destroyed in an accident ignoranceMega Man Fan ArtJanuary 26Mega Man Mega Man Legacy Collection is a
celebration of the 8-bit history of Capcom's iconic Blue Bomber. Featuring faithful reproductions of the Origin series with the original six Mega Man games, the Legacy Collection will resemble longtime fans of the aDownload Mega Man X for PCJanuary 26Mega Man X download PC Prices
and other information is automatically restored from partners and may differ from the final price or other information on the partner's website. The names and marks of all games belong to their owners. Mega Man LDrawing Mega ManJanuary 26As to attract Megaman from Capcom How to
Draw Megaman Training, how to draw Megaman, short - cute - and symmetrically aligned like the one you see above - it's pretty easy to do. And of course - if you're a big fan of this character - it's fueled by a pa (redirected from the Mega Man X character list)This is a list of characters from
the Mega Man series. In Japan, the Mega Man series is known as Rockman. Characters 1/1Main2Subaining characters2.11Sniper Joe2.14Robot Masters3Mega Man X characters3.1Maverik Hunters3.2Maverix4Mega Man Fighting Network characters4.1Protagonists4 ..2Maveriks4Meika
Man Fighting Network characters4.1Protagonists4 .1 2Antagonists4.2.1WWW (World 3)4.2.2NetMafia Gospel4.2.3Nebula4.2.5Cybeasts4.3Other characters5RegerensMega Man, known in Japan as Rockman hero of the games, created by Dr. Light, with the assistance of Dr. Wiley.
Originally created as a lab assistant named 'Rock', it was modified for combat after a disgruntled Dr. Wylie reprogrammed the original robot masters. Thanks to his variable weapon system, he can copy the weapons of any robot master he defeats in battle, and use it as his own. This ability
can also be used by Protoman and Bass.Dr. Thomas Light, known in Japan as Dr. Thomas Right (トマトTaasu Raito), is depicted as an elderly scientist who is an incomparable roboticist. He is the creator of the main character Mega Man and several other robots, and can be considered
the father of Mega Man, Roll and Proto Man. As a pacifist, he reluctantly acknowledged that the use of force might be a necessity. It plays a supporting role, often developing and distributing new gear. In the Mega Man X series, which was installed 100 years after the original series, Dr. Light
resumes his supporting role through the enhancement of capsules that contain X system updates along with messages transmitted by silver/blue, slightly translucent holographic projections of a deceased scientist. It also appears in Navi Mega Man mode and Mega Man 6's Mega Man
Jubilee Collection to provide gameplay hints of Mega Man.He voiced by Anthony Holland in Captain N: Master Game, Jim Byrnes in the 90s TV series, Doug Stone in Mega Man 11, and Harry Mel in Mega Man: Fully Charged.Introduced in the first game of Mega Man, Dr. Albert W. Wylie
(Dr.ワリ 'Docuta Vairi' ) is a crazy scientist who was a partner of Doctor of Light, and helped him create a series of humanoid robots to help humanity, such as robot man. Out of jealousy of The Light, he reprogrammed the robots, with the exception of Rock, to help him in taking over the
world. However, he was defeated by Rock, who voluntarily interrupted the combat robot Mega Man. Wily returned as an antagonist in the subsequent titles of the main series 2 with a different scheme each time, only to be defeated and surrender to Mega Man at the end. Wily also played an
important role in the background of other characters in the series. He repaired the Mega Man prototype, 'Proto Man', and in Mega Man 7 used what he learned during the process to create his answer to the work of Light, Bass. After Bass proved unreliable, Wily perfected its design by
creating a robot zero. He appeared in Mega Man X and Mega Man zero games as a hero working alongside Light's latest creation, 'X'. Although Wily died before series X, his legacy continued through a virus originally transferred to zero and transmitted to Sigma, creating the X series
antagonist 'Sigma Virus', along with all mavericks. Dr. Wylie ranked sixth in the top 10 IGN video game characters who must die with their own enemy, Dr. Light. IGN editor Colin Moriarty said that while their rivalry may have been fascinating for more than 20,200 they have to go so basic
series can advance. However, several mega Man series (X, zero, X) occur long after the death of both doctors. While Dr. Light's Mega Man Battle Network (series set in an alternate timeline where networking thrived instead of robotics) the analogue is a completely different character, Dr.
Wylie's colleague, Lord Wylie, is biologically identical to the original series. This Wily actually turns good towards the end of the series, while, through the Maverick virus, The Wily Premier continues to cause catastrophic events long after his death. Proto Man, known as the Blues (ブ



Burasu) in Japan, is an early prototype of Mega Man, which made its first appearance in Mega Man 3, called Break Man, to help train Mega Man by fighting it. Aside from their armor and personality, Proto Man and Mega Man are supposedly identical. However, at the end of Mega Man 2:
The Power Fighters, Dr. Light showed that Proto Man's body has a fatal defect in its energy system, and as a result, is in great pain and has a more limited lifespan. He also appears in Mega Man 3's Navi Mode in the Mega Man Jubilee Collection to provide clues for The Mega Man.Bass
game, Forte (フォテForute) in Japan, a robot developed by Dr. Wiley. It was built on the basis of research conducted on Mega Man with the aim of comparing its power. Wily mentions the discovery of the energy that feeds Bass, Bassnium, the most powerful form of energy on Earth, by
mistake. Although Bass was created by Wiley and was more competent in his abilities, he often rebels against his creator when he feels that Wiley stands between him and defeats Mega-Man. He wants to defeat Mega Man and be recognized as the strongest robot in the world. Although he
wants to defeat Mega Man, Bass worked with him against a common enemy, albeit usually for his own purposes. Bass's weapon is a powerful Bass Buster that functioned just like the Mega Buster for its introduction to the Mega Man 7, albeit with slightly different shots. However, according
to Mega Man and Bass, Bass Buster has lost the ability to charge its shots in favor of dramatically increased shooting speed and the ability to shoot up and diagonally. Unlike the Mega Buster, bullets do not pass through hard surfaces unless the update is purchased and equipped. Like
Mega Man and Proto Man, Bass can also copy the robot masters' weapons, his body changing colors to repel the weapon that is currently equipped. He can also team up with his robotic wolf Treble (ゴペ-Gosuperu, Gospel) for Treble Boost, allowing Bass to fire and shoot more powerful
projectiles from his baser. With the exception of a cameo showing bass's diagram, Bass is absent from Mega Man 9. His absence has not been explained, although according to the booklet that came with Rockman 9 Arranged Album, Bass undergoes some He plays In Mega Man 10,
keeping his dash and rapid fire, fire, The capabilities of the gun handle (although not its double jump) if additional downloadable content is purchased for the game. In the re-release of the game as part of Mega Man Legacy Collection 2, Bass is instead unlocked either by completing the
game or using the secret code on the front screen of Mega Man 10. In Mega Man 2: The Power Fighters, zero makes a cameo appearance, and Wily says it's a creation that will surpass even Bass himself. Bass says that he will destroy this creation, and that no other robot is more powerful
than it is. This did not explain what happened to Bass before the Mega Man X.The character is named after the musical term bass (/beɪs/not /b's/). However, in the Mega Man 8 intro, Mega Man mispronounces its name as a fish, not as a musical term. The name is probably related to the
rock 'n' roll theme of Rockman and Roll.Treble (ゴペGoper, Gospel) is the Bass equivalent of Mega Man Dog, Rush. Like Rush, Treble can take jet shape (as seen in Mega Man 8) and fly. After Bass stole designs for Rush's adapter during the Mega Man 7 event, Treble was able to turn into
a armored suit for Bass, 'Treble Boost'. This gives Bass limited flight capabilities and increased firepower. In Mega Man and Bass, Treble Boost also provides Bass invulnerability while its energy lasts. Treble Boost is also present in Mega Man 10, functioning in the same way as its previous
incarnation, but without invulnerability. The name Treble clearly continues the musical theme of the original Japanese characters names, and the gospel probably refers to a musical genre of the same name. Roll (ロ) is a female robot designed for domestic warfare, not combat. She is the
younger sister of Mega Man (in Japan known as rock, pun on the term rock 'n' roll), and plays a supporting role in the first game, and plays an important role in the following games. It first appears very briefly during the end of the first game of the series. Her name was never mentioned until
Mega Man 3, marking her return, where her entry in the Doctor of Light robot list is shown during graduation. She also appears in Navi's Mega Man 2 mode in the Mega Man Jubilee Collection to provide gameplay hints of Mega Man.She is usually depicted in a red outfit with blond hair in a
ponytail. In Mega Man 8, she wears a new black and red dress with red boots and green ribbon tying her tail up. Although it wasn't intended to fight, she is a combatant in combat games, Marvel vs. Capcom and Marvel vs. Capcom 2. She fights just like Mega Man and has an outside Roll
Buster. She also appears in a similar Tatsunoko vs. Capcom: Ultimate All Stars, where she uses a different moveset that revolves around house cleaning. She is also a playable character in Mega Man Powered Up, where she uses a broom as a default weapon with her skill, Roll Swing,
which she uses to swing at close range, which has a large number of Damage. Roll can be played in several unlockable outfits, each with its own variation of broom arms. The roll was supposed to be in the Game of Mega Man 2 with 'Roll Buster', but there wasn't enough room on the
cartridge. There was also a planned co-op mode with Rock and Roll.Alternative versions of Roll appear in two other Mega Man spin-off series: Roll Caskett's Mega Man Legends, and Roll.EXE's Mega Man Battle Network. Roll also appears in various other Mega Man media, including
manga and cartoon Mega Man. Curiously, she was eliminated from Mega Man: Fully Charged and replaced by the new, human character Suna Light.Rushシュ, a robotic dog owned by Mega Man. It is featured in Mega Man 3, and has appeared in many games since then. Created by Dr.
Light and Dr. Wylie to be the entire support unit, Rush has the ability to transform into different forms. Rush Marine turns Rush into a small single-seater submarine, and Rush Jet turns his legs into jet engines that allow him to poke. Rush also has Rush Coil, which is a spring that pops out of
his back and helps Mega Man reach higher platforms that he usually can't access. Other games have it turn into a motorcycle and drill car, and in the fourth and fifth Game Boy games as a spaceship. In later games, Rush Adapter allows Rush to attach himself to Mega Man, allowing him to
swim, shoot more powerful explosions, and run his hands like projectiles. In several games, including Mega Man 7 and Mega Man 8, Rush can be used to produce useful items such as health. Rush is seen as Scooby-Dow as a character in the animated show Ruby Spears. It is popularly
believed that the character's name was another music directory in honor of a band called Rush, but it is now known to have been inspired by another Capcom game called Rush and Crash. and the pronunciation of the name will be similar to Lassie, which is another character of the dog.
Auto (Rightot in Japan) was created by Dr. Light as a laboratory technician, due to the fact that Rock was unable to fulfill this role after his adoption of the superhero identity Mega Man. It is presented in Mega Man 7, where it provides Mega Man with updates and parts. However, despite its
relatively late introduction, it is implied that Auto has been around for some time. In Mega Man 8, Auto helps Mega Man in the rush jet scene using a rocket launcher as well as a propeller in his head, allowing it to fly. He also appears in Mega Man and Bass, creating updates for the player in
exchange for bolts dropped by defeated enemies. He returns again to Mega Man 11 as a lab assistant to Dr. Light, and helps Mega Man, creating new pieces for him from bolts collected from enemies. He also made a cameo appearance (or a robot very similar appearance to it) in THE CD
versions of the Mega Man X3, TV on the background of the FMV intro for the volt catra stage, making it the only robot from the classic series that can also be seen in the X series. bird that has appeared in many Mega Man games. It was created by Dr. Cossack to provide additional support
to Mega Man during the Mega Man 5 events. Some of the games require a player to receive a certain number of Beat Plates in order to use Beat. Strike the house on the enemies, providing damage by slamming into them. It will perform the same function in Mega Man 6, however it will not
attack the bosses as he did in the previous game. In Mega Man 7, Mega Man 9, Mega Man 10 and Mega Man 11, he rescues Mega Man from the pits (and Proto Man in Mega Man 10) and in Mega Man 8, helping Mega Man during the Rush Jet scene. It also provides Mega Man with an
energy barrier in Mega Man and Bass. He helped Duo and Proto Man as a temporary power invincibility in Power Fighters.Dr. Mikhail Kazak was a Russian colleague of Dr. Light. He appeared in Mega Man 4 as the chief antagonist; However, it turns out that he was blackmailed, as Wiley
kidnapped his daughter Kalinka. When Kalinka was rescued by the proto-priest and the truth was revealed, Dr. Cossack turned to Weil and became an ally of Mega-Man. He is the inventor of The Beat and Super Mega Buster, as well as numerous industrial and military robots. He also
appears in Mega Man 5's Navi Mode 5 in the Mega Man Jubilee Collection to provide clues for the Mega Man.Dr game. Cossack is most likely named after the winner of the Peace Prize and the last president of the Soviet Union Mikhail Gorbachev, although Gorbachev is not of Cossack
origin. (quote needed) Duo is a robot made on an alien planet designed to eradicate Evil Energy. The duo were officially introduced to Mega Man 8, chasing the adult stage of evil energy in its final form. After falling to Earth, he is repaired by Dr. Light, and soon becomes an ally of Mega-
Man. After the final victory over the evil energy on Earth, he thanks Mega Man and leaves Earth to resume his quest. He later appears in Mega Man 2: The Power Fighters, which was actually released before Mega Man 8 (but set after him), Mega Man Battle and Rockman Strategy.The bulk
of the duo's offensive abilities are credited with his powerful left hand, with a fist almost as big as his own torso, and his big spiked body. He attacks primarily with strikes, although he is able to use missile weapons, the most powerful of which is an explosion in the form of his own hand. It
also seems to have the same weapon copying abilities displayed by Mega Man, Proto Man, and Bass. As with them, his body changes color according to the weapon he has equipped. In addition, being created with the aim of destroying evil energy, it seems to have a unique ability to purify
said energy from the body of an infected victim, as shown while saving Mega Man.Eddie, also known as Flip Top, was created by Dr. Light as a walking suitcase is usually sent to help Mega Man by providing random recovery during the game. He can also shoot bombs from his head,
helping Mega Man's Rush Jet sections of Mega Man 8. Eddie first appeared in Mega Man 4. Starting with Mega Man 7, Eddie appears only in the store and no longer gives items to Mega Man.Being that Eddie is walking his head, he may be referring to Iron Maiden mascot Eddie
Head.Kalinka Cossack is the daughter of Dr. Cossack, who was kidnapped by Proto Man (on Dr. Wylie's orders) in order to force her father to declare war against Mega Man on behalf of Wily. However, she was rescued by the proto-Jeremy just before Mega-Man managed to defeat the
Cossack in his citadel. Kalinka is not present in any other game in the series, but appears in Mega Man 4's Navi Mode in the Mega Man jubilee collection to provide gameplay hints of Mega Man.Kalinka named after the famous Russian song of the same name. Tango (タゴ) is a green
robotic cat and one of Mega-man's allies. Tango can turn itself into a buzz and immerse itself in enemies until all enemies in the zone are defeated, it will fall into the pit or spikes, or his energy will not be expended. Tango appears only in Mega Man V for Game Boy, Rockman and Forte
Mirai Cara but Cheesensha for WonderSwan and makes a cameo on Mega Man 10 in the item store, playing with Proto Man. Like many other characters, Tango's name is musically themed. Reggae is a robotic bird that is Dr. Wily's pet. He appears in the CD drama Featured Only in Japan.
It was featured in Wily and Right Not RockBoard: That's Paradise (or RockBoard for Short) and Rockman and Forte: Challenger of the Future as a weapon for Bass. His first cameo outside japan is in Mega Man 7, where he appears if an invalid password is entered. He also appears as the
store's keeper, playing as a bass in Mega Man 10. Archie's Comic adaptation of Mega Man has him play a more prominent role, usually mocking Dr. Wily's various failures in the Short Circuit section. King is a powerful robot appearing in Mega Man and Bass, which seemed to have a free
will and decided to create an empire of robots and destroy humanity (similar to Sigma in the later series of Mega Man X). In the game, Mega Man and Bass had to fight him and many robots that joined him (two recurring from Mega Man 8). When someone finally defeats the king, he showed
that he was actually programmed to form a rebellion along with other robots (and thus don't actually have free will) Dr. Wily, at which point the player must defeat Wily. While the king is presumed dead, at the time of graduation it was revealed that he survived and is now a wanderer, just like
Proto Man. He then apologizes for his actions, which he caused, and wants to meet with Mega Man peacefully. The king possesses a variety of powerful weapons, including a shield that works just like Enker's, which is capable of absorbing almost any attack and shooting it back in the form
of a massive laser beam. Its other main weapon is a battle axe capable of cutting even proto-Man in half with one blow. It also has the ability to merge with other vehicles to form a form of Jet Robo and King Tank Robo, the penultimate bosses of the game. The Met (short for Metall, Mettool
and Mettaur variants of the title), also known as Hard Hat, is the flagship enemy of the series. Appearing in almost every game, the average Met is a tiny construction robot wearing a disproportionately sized tight hat with a plus sign marked on it. They appear in various mega Manmetaseries
series, with many different variations and shapes. In the original Mega Man, another common enemy character named Picket Man, has a head similar to the Met, but with a full body, shield, and pickaxe. The Mets are a staple in the Mega Man series, as goombas are Super Mario Bros. Mets
appearing in Super Smash Bros. for Nintendo 3DS and Wii U as a collector's trophy in both versions, as well as being enemies in 3DS exclusive Smash Run mode. Sniper Joe is a bipedal mechanyloid used as an infantry by Dr. Wily. It physically resembles a green proto human, but instead
with a head containing a full face black visor, more like a motorcycle helmet with one red eye instead of sunglasses. He has no real intelligence, but simply blocks forward the attack with his shield and then fires a few shots from his gun hands (the exact number of shots depends on Joe's
sniper model). He can also jump into the air, during which he lifts the shield, leaving a hole for Mega Man to attack him. Mega Man can also hurt him as he moves his shield aside just before shooting. In Mega Man 8 and Mega Man and Bass, Joe Classic can also throw grenades that
explode over a period of time. Sniper Jos are a recurring enemy throughout the classic series, and many of the many options often involve Sniper Joe operating machines such as walkers, cannon turrets, even jet skis and helicopters. He stated several times that Proto Man believes these
abominations are probably because they are based on it, but with limited intelligence. CategorySniper JoeMech JoeHammer JoeSkeleton JoeApache JoeCrystal JoeJet Ski JoeCannon JoeGrenade JoeGame (s)1, 2, 7, 9, 10, Powered Up23455568, MegaMan and BassTypeSentryMounted
SentrySentryAir SentrySentryMobile SentrySentryMobile SentrySentryIlEd SentrySentryMountEd TypeHopping MechHelicopter SkiMounted CannonBody Colorn, dark green, red, purple, OrangeOrange, white, BlackDark Green, White, BlackLight Green, WhitePurple, WhiteTurquoise,
WhiteLight Green, BlackLight Green, BlackGreen, Black, GoldMount Color (I/A)Magenta, PinkOrangeOrangeMagenta, PinkProjectilesStandard PlasmaStandard PlasmaBallball and ChainBonesFire BallsDiamondsStandard PlasmaStandard PlasmaStandard PlasmaStandard
PlasmaStandard Shield prevents damage. Can shoot with the shield up. be damaged only when the visor is up. It will just collapse with a normal shot and then reconfigure; Can only Destroyed by a fully charged shot. Flight and Hovering.Can be damaged when forming Diamond.Can sneak
up on you. NoneShield prevents damage. Duck.The Bio Devil is a series of robots first created by Dr. Wily. Other versions appear in various Mega Manmetaseries series. All bio-devils consist of a spherical body with overly proportional hands and legs. In the center of the body is one
mechanical eye. This eye is what holds the bio-devil together as well as its one and only weakness. Everyone uses their body pable substance and brute force to pounce on intruders. Each version has a different name, including the Yellow Devil, the Green Devil, the Black Devil, the
Rainbow Devil, the Lava Devil, the Twin Devil, the Devil's Ra (The New Yellow Devil), and the Devil.In American version of these creatures called Rock Monsters, changes made in relation to Nintendo's policy regarding religious figures and names. However, devilish names are used in later
American releases. The Mega Man/Sonic Hedgehog crossover production by Archie Comics featured being combining the concept of the Yellow Devil with Chaos Devil.The Mega Man Killers are a number of robots appearing in the Game Boy series. Mega Man Killers are robots created by
Dr. Wiley to destroy MegaMen, which in turn defeats each of them and eventually thwarts the most insidious Wily schemes. They all appear as bosses in the Game Boy version of Mega Man V, and they all also appear as bosses on the DLC stages of Mega Man 10. All of them are named
after well-known musical genres. Enker (RKN-001) is a mega-man-killer mega-man: Revenge of Dr. Wiley. He owns the spiked Beau employees, but his main attack is his Mirror Buster, which allows him to absorb Mega Man's buster shots and shoot them back through his co-workers (the
size depends on the number of shots absorbed), though by doing so, he damages himself. In addition to the band's recent performances, Enker also appears in Wily and Right no RockBoard: That's Paradise as the first fortress boss in Mega Man Soccer, and as the boss of the first special
DLC stage in Mega Man 10. His name most likely comes from Enka, the Japanese music genre. Punk (RKN-002) is a mega-killer of Mega Man III. It is also the only Mega Man Killer to have an analogue combat network, appearing in Mega Man Battle Network 3 as Mr. Famous NetNavi. He
appears as the boss of the second special stage of DLC in Mega Man 10. It is named after the musical genre of punk rock. Ballad (RKN-003) is a mega-man-killer Mega Man IV. from the tops of his hands. The ballad, after defeat, seems to turn against Dr. Wily, and self-destruct to destroy
the wall, preventing Mega Mega thus allowing Mega Man to safely escape back to Earth from Wiley's space fortress. He also appears in Mega Man 10 as the boss of the third special stage of DLC. His name is actually a modification of the word, Ballad.quint is not a Mega Man Killer, but
serves a similar role in Mega Man II. However, he appears in Mega Man V after Enker was defeated. His weapon is a jackhammer/service stick unification called Sakugarn, who can attack his enemies by digging into the ground and creating debris to take off and hit Mega Man. It is a future
version of Mega Man reprogrammed by Dr. Wily. The Robot Masters is a special kind of robot, mostly controlled by Dr. Wily, who possess a very advanced level of artificial intelligence. The system is jointly credited to Dr. Light and Dr. Wily, and most robot masters possess a unique
identification code consisting of a two-letter series code, followed by one of N, No, or No, then a three-digit serial number. They tend to be humanoid in appearance, and they are often designed with specific goals and human-like personality and quirks. The list below is from the first six robot
masters that were built by Dr. Light and reprogrammed by Dr. Wily, as well as two more that were retconned in Mega Man Powered Up in order to be in line with other Mega Man games. These Robot Wizards were created by Dr. Light and were reprogrammed by Dr. Wily to serve him: The
NumberJapanese NameShort Series DescriptionWeaponDLN-003 Cut Man (カトマ, Kattoman)Cut Man was originally designed for reclamation work; especially deforestation. His fighting abilities are at the center of his advanced jumping abilities and pairing boomerang-like scissors on his
head. As it turned out in Mega Man: Powered Up, it's easy to fool and turn his scissors into a more shuriken-like weapon. Cut Man also made a prominent cameo in Captain N: Game Master episode Mega Challenge for Megaland, he appears in the cartoon Mega Man as Dr. Wiley's
henchman, and he has a cameo appearance in the Sega version of Saturn's Mega Man 8, as well as the Mega Man X8 in the optical sunflower stage, if certain conditions are met. Rolling Catter/R. Katter (ロリグカタ, Ringu Katta)DLN-004 Guts Man (ガツマ, Gattsuman)Guts Man was also
designed for reclamation work, but was created specifically for the construction of public works. The strongest of all the robots, Gutzman is able to lift objects up to 80 tons above his head and throw them at his enemy with amazing accuracy. In Mega Man: Powered Up, it's a bit dim, but
always a good sense robot. It appears in the animated series as a stereotypical strong-hand, goofy-like bag-of-the-hammer henchman of Dr. Wily.Super Arm/S. Arm (zパアム, Sapa zmu)DLN-005 Ice Man (アマ, Aisuman) Originally designed to study and map regions well below the
temperature that people can withstand, Ice Man also controls the transportation of various materials and research materials. on the continent. Continent. he was employed in transporting materials to frozen food warehouses. It is able to shoot waves of super-cooled air from the mouth, which
is riddled with liquid nitrogen, which then crystallizes into a projectile. Mega Man: Powered Up shows Ice Man, possibly a dissociative identity disorder, and his personality as that of a soldier (and his commander). The ice man resembles a hooded man inuit.Ice Slasher/I. Slasher (アシャ,
Aisu Surassh)DLN-006 Bomb Man (ボバマ, Bonbaman)Bomb Man was also designed for reclamation work. He and Guts Man were originally meant to work in tandem, with Guts Man functioning as a master. It can make various types of explosives, most of which are deadly. His identity is
one of pyromaniacs, and it has hinted that he is as unstable as his explosives (his battle cry, BOMBS!, only more is the suspicion). Bomb Man is an orange robot with a black spherical body and a red Iroquois head. The Hyper-Bomb/H. Bomb (ハパボム, Haipa Bomu)DLN-007 Fireman (ファ
ヤマ) Fireman was designed to work on waste management; in particular, burning. It can withstand temperatures in excess of 8,000 degrees Celsius and can generate an exorbitant amount of heat. The Fiery Man attacks, surrounding himself in a circle of flames and shooting fireballs with
impressive destructive properties; in Mega Man: Powered Up his weapon is severely limited if the flames on his head are extinguished. A firefighter has a strong Texas accent and a strong sense of justice, often hinting that fires of justice burn hot, and while he exhibits pyromaniac features,
they are not as pronounced as a human bomb. Fire Man is a red and gray robot with a torch-bearing head. The FireStorm/F. Storm (ファヤトム, Faya Sutyum)DLN-008 Elec Man (エレキマ,Erekiman)Elec Man was developed to monitor and control nuclear power plants. During his creation,
Elec Man was often hailed as the greatest creation of The Doctor of Light and boasts superhuman speed of calculation and razor judgment, as well as physical agility that will not fit for some time. He is very conceited and selfish, but otherwise very responsible and competent. His attack
mode centers around his Thunder beam, a devastating concentrated explosion of electricity topping 6,000 volts. In Mega Man: Powered Up his thunder beam was modified to more resemble the Thunderbird Cloud Man, and he was able to call thunderous explosions from the ceiling. Elec
Man is a black and yellow robot with a yellow mask, limited by lightning around the eyes. Elec Man appears in Super Smash Bros. for Nintendo 3DS and Wii U as the Assist Trophy.Thunder Beam/T. Beam (sダビム, Sande Bemu)DLN-00A Time ManTime Man (タムマ, Timeman) Time Man
is a prototype and the first experiment of Doctor light with the manipulation of time and travel. However, its power source is only him to speed himself up, which made things around him seem to be slowing down. He also gets the chance to shoot to shoot Watch your hands out of energy in
Mega Man: Powered Up to give it some offensive power. If he is a player's character, this modification is made by Dr. Light; otherwise, it is done by Dr. Wily. The body of the Time Man is purple, with a clock in the center of the torso. His head has a pair of bells that resemble those on an old-
fashioned alarm clock. Time Slow/T. Slow (タムロ, Taimu Sur)DLN-00B Oil ManOil Man (オマ, Oiruman) was originally a maintenance robot designed to lubricate and restore rusty parts on its robotic fellows. Its oil slider can either be shot at by the enemy or ridden like a surfboard and used
to stomp or work on enemies. However, both forms are extremely weak. Oil Man has body-colored oils and large, pink lips. Oil Slider / O. Slider (オダ, Oiru Suraid)These robot masters were created by Dr. Wily:Series NumberJapanese NameShort DescriptionWeaponDWN-009 Metal
ManMetal Man (メタマ, Metaruman) As the first robot master built by Dr. Wily, Metal Man was based on Cut Man's. His attack is Metal Blade, where he throws round metal blades of ceramic titanium. A metal blade. BladeDWN-010 Air ManAir Man (エアマ, Eman) Created by Dr. Wylie, Air
Man has its face embedded in his torso and can use a propeller in his torso to make wind attacks. His aerial shooter allows him to shoot a flurry of tornadoes. Air shooter. ShooterDWN-011 Bubble ManBubble Man (バブマ Baburuman) Created by Dr. Wylie, Bubble Man is built for
underwater combat. However, a defect in its systems causes Bubble Man to be unable to walk on land. His lead bubble could be shot from his hand. LeadB bubble. LeadDWN-012 Fast Man-Man (ククマ' Kuikkuman) Created by Dr. Wily, who used the Elec Man design as the basis, The
Fast Man is made of lightweight materials that allow him to move at super speed. Its Fast Boomerang can be released from the launcher on his right hand. Fast Boomerang. BoomerangDWN-013 Crash ManClash Man (クシュマ Kurasshuman) Created by Dr. Wylie, who used the Bomb
Man and Guts Man projects as the basis, Crash Man (also called Clash Man) has thick armor that can withstand explosions. His bomber can attack anything before it explodes. BomberC accident. BomberDWN-014 Flash ManFlash ManCreated by Dr. Wily to challenge the eternal idea of
time control, Flash Man's Time Stopper can stop time for a short period, which he often uses when he makes his occasional pranks. Traffic jam time. StopperDWN-015 Heat ManHeat Man (ヒトマ'Histoman) Created by Dr. Wily, who used Fire Man designs as a base, Heat Man has a body
that has the shape of a zippo lighter and can be resistant to high heat sources. Its atomic fire can be charged to produce bursts of fire at temperatures up to degrees Celsius (21,632 degrees Fahrenheit). Atomic fire. FireDWN-016 Wood ManWood Man (ウドマ' Uddoman) Created by Dr.
Wily, who used the wood of the quinox cypress, Wood Man is a robot master who is almost entirely made of wood and his friendly to his robot robots animals like the ones on his his his Its shield leaves can be used to protect themselves and use them as weapons. Leaf Schild. ShieldMost
of the robotic masters listed here were created by Dr. Light and Dr. Wily during their armistice. NumberJapanese NameShort DescriptionWeaponDWN-017 Needle ManNeedle Man (ニドマ N'doruman) Created by Dr. Light and Dr. Wily using aspects of Metal Man combat programming, the
goal of the nidlin human was to work in the energy mines by breaking through his rocks. His needle cannon allows him to shoot needles that are sharp enough to pierce 10-inch thick stones. The Cannonn Needle. CannonDWN-018 Magnet ManMagnet Man (マグネトマ' Magunettoman)
Created by Dr. Light and Dr. Vili, Magnet Man is a magnetic robot that often needs to stay away from floppy disks and any other storage environments so as not to accidentally corrupt them. Its Magnetic Rocket can be home to any enemies. A magnetic rocket. MissileDWN-019 Twins
ManGemini Man Created by Dr. Light and Dr. Vila, Gemini Man can create holographic copies of himself. His Gemini Laser is fast and reflective. Twins Laserg. LaserDWN-020 Hard ManHard Man (ハドマ' H'dman) Created by Dr. Light and Dr. Vila, Hard Man has a body of ceratania that
makes it durable as well as making it heavy. His hard fist can detach and be shot in the direction of his opponents. Solid Knuckle. KnuckleDWN-021 Top ManTop Man (タプマ' Tappuman) Created by Dr. Lyte and Dr. Wylie, Top Man was used to search for other plans for energy elements,
such as those needed to build gamma. Its Top Spin allows it to rotate at high speeds. Top SpinT. SpinDWN-022 Snake ManSnake Man (zネクマ Sunekuman) Created by Dr. Light and Dr. Vila, Snake Man was created to study narrow areas and survey the topography of uninhabited planets.
His search snake allows him to shoot snakes like rockets that move across the ground and up the walls. Search for snakes. SnakeDWN-023 Spark ManSpark Man( zパクマ Sup'kuman) Created by Dr. Light and Dr. Wylie to charge something with electricity, Spark Man is a robot resembling
a ignition candle with two high-voltage arm electrodes. His Spark Shot allows him to shoot shots of electricity in different directions. A spark of upheaval. ShockDWN-024 Shadow ManShadow Man (シャドマ' Shademan) Created by an unknown creator and activated by Dr. Wylie, Shadow
Man is a master robot on a ninja. His Shadow Blade allows him to throw the syuriken at his enemies. Shadow blades. BladeThese Robot Masters were created by Dr. Cossack and reprogrammed to fight Mega Man when Dr. Wiley took the daughter of Dr. Cossack Kalinka hostage.
NumberJapanese NameShort Series DescriptionWeaponDWN-025 Bright Man ManBright (ブトマ'Buraitoman) Created by Dr. Cossack, Bright Man was originally built to explore dark areas, than to reprogram Dr. Wily. Its Flash Stopper can emit a bright beam of light. Flash stopperf.
StopperDWN-026 Toad ManToad Man (トドマ' Todoman) Created by Dr. Cossack, Toad Man was originally built to help in the irrationalization of crops during the drought before reprogramming Dr. Wily. Ihs Ihs A flush that has been developed by its rain technology can create acid rain.
Rain FlashR. The FlushDWN-027 Drill ManDrill Man (ドリマ' Doriruman)Created by Dr. Cossack, Drill Man was originally built to dig on construction sites before reprogramming Dr. Wily. His drill bomb can trigger explosive drills. Drill the bomb. BombDWN-028 Pharaoh ManPharaoh Man
(ファオマ' Faraoman)Created by Dr. Cossack, Pharaoh Man was originally built to study dark pyarmids before being reprogrammed by Dr. Wily. His shot of the pharaoh is a sphere that is charged with solar energy. Pharaoh Shot /P. Shot, Pharaoh Wave / P. WaveDWN-029 Ring ManRing
Man (リグマ Ringuman)Created by Dr. Cossack, Ring Man was originally built to fight before reprogramming Dr. Wily. His Boomerang ring can hit a lot of targets. BoomerangR ring. BoomerangDWN-030 Dust ManDust Man (ダトマs Dasutoman) Created by Dr. Cossack, Dust Man was
originally built for sanitation before reprogramming Dr. Wily. His Dust Crusher allows him to shoot from a bomb that is enclosed in scrap debris. Dust CrusherD. CrusherDWN-031 ManDive Man Dive (ダブマ'Daibuman)Created by Dr. Cossack, Dive Man has the functions of an A.I.
submarine, even when it was reprogrammed by Dr. Wily. His dive rocket can home on his opponents. The dive of the rocket. The MissileDWN-032 Skull ManSkull Man (sカマ Sukaruman) Created by Dr. Cossack, Skull Man was originally built for offensive and defensive combat, even when
it was reprogrammed by Dr. Wily. Its Skull Barrier allows it to generate a skull shaped energy shield. Skull barriers. BarrierDr. Wily has created these robot wizards in his next attempt to take over the world. NumberJapanese NameShort DescriptionWeaponDWN-033 Gravity Man (グビティ
マ Gurabit'man) Created by Dr. Wily, Gravity Man uses a unit in his body to control gravity. His Gravity Hold can manipulate the gravity of anyone. Gravity HoldG. HoldDWN-034 Wave ManWave Man (ウェブマ' Webuman) Created by Dr. Wily, Wave Man has been tasked with taking over
the management of water quality. Its water wave can produce water under pressure. Water waveW. WaveDWN-035 Stone ManStone Man (zトマ Sutonman) Created by Dr. Vili, Stone Man was tasked with helping The Giro Man in taking on the hanging garden. His Power Stone can form
stone circles around it that can bash anything in their way. Power Stone. StoneDWN-036 Gyro ManGyro Man (ジャロマ' Jairoman) Created by Dr. Vili, The Gyro Man was tasked with taking over the hanging garden and getting money from the entrance fee. Its Gyro Attack can emit small
blade-shaped propeller-shaped blades that can move in any direction. Gyroscope attackG. AttackDWN-037 Star ManStar Man (sタマ Sutaman) Created by Dr. Vili, Star was tasked with taking over an abandoned satellite base that was orbiting the Earth. His Star Crash creates around him
an energy barrier in the form of a star that can be thrown at his enemies. Star crashes. CrashDWN-038 Charge ManCharge Man (チャジマ Ch'jiman) Created by Dr Wily, the charge man was tasked with guarding supplies that are on the way to Dr Wily's Wily's Areas. His charge kick could
allow him to create shock waves. KickC charge. KickDWN-039 Napalm ManNapalm Man (ナパムマ' Nap'muman), created by Dr. Vili, Napalm Man was tasked with protecting Dr. Wylie's secret weapons factory. His napalm bomb sends a bomb that explodes upon contact. Napalm bomb.
BombDWN-040 Crystal ManCrystal Man (クリタマ Kurisutaruman) Created by Dr. Wiley, Crystal Man was commissioned to finance Dr. Wylie's operations. His Crystal Eye allows him to shoot a flurry of crystal balls. Crystal eye. EyeThese Robot Masters were created for the first annual
robot tournament and were reprogrammed by Dr. Wily in the alias of Mr. X.Series NumberJapanese NameShort DescriptionWeaponDWN-041 Blizzard ManBlizzard Man (ブリザドマ Buriz'dman) Originally created to monitor the weather in Antarctica, Blizzard Man was its meteorological
equipment replaced by the equipment that allows it to produce snow. Mr. X reprogrammed Blizzard Man to serve him. Its Blizzard Attack can produce ice crystals. Blizzard AttackB. AttackDWN-042 Centaur ManKentauros Man (ケタウロタウロマ's Kentaurosuman)Originally created to work
as an archaeological guide, the Centaur Man was changed for combat. Mr. X reprogrammed the Centaur Man to serve him. Its Centaur Flash can cause distortions of space. Centaur Flash/C. Flash, Centaur Arrow/C. ArrowDWN-043 Flame ManFlame Man (フレムマ Fureimuman) Originally
created to create a large amount of thermal energy, Flame Man has been modified for combat where he can do fiery attacks. Mr. X reprogrammed Flame Man to serve him. His Flame Blast can scorch its opponents with flames that it can erupt from the ground. BlastF Flame. BlastDWN-044
Knight ManKnight Man (ナトマ' Naitoman) Originally created for the fight, Knight Man is said to have defeated 1,000 robots in his bouts. Mr. X reprogrammed Knight to serve him. His Knight Crusher sends his flail out in huge distances and has a huge impact on anything it hits. Knight
Crowkirk. Originally created as a custodian for the botanical garden, The Manトマ プ Plant has become the mascot of the botanical garden and is said to speak to plants. Mr. X reprogrammed Plant Man to serve him. Its plant barrier creates a barrier that takes the form of spotted flower
petals. Plant Barrier/P. BarrierDWN-046 Tomahawk ManTomahawk Man (トマホクマ' Tomahakuman) Originally created for the first annual robot tournament, the Tomahawk Man was reprogrammed by Mr. X to serve him. His Silver Tomahawk allows him to throw his tomahawk at his
opponents. Silver tomahawks. TomahawkDWN-047 Wind ManWind Man (ウドマ'uindoman) Originally created to work in agriculture, Wind Man was commissioned to help with the harvest. It was reprogrammed by Mr. X to serve him. It Winds can generate powerful winds. Wind StormW.
StormDWN-048 Yamato ManYamato ManOriginally created for the first annual robot tournament, Yamato Man was reprogrammed by Mr. X to serve him. His Yamato Spear can be shot to break his targets. Yamato Spiri. SpearFour of the robots were created created Dr. Wily to activate and
find it if it is not there to activate a certain code to keep them stagnant. These robots were activated while Dr. Wiley was in prison. After escaping, Dr. Wiley got four more robots to serve him. NumberJapanese NameShort DescriptionWeaponDWN-049 Freeze ManFreeze Man (フリズマ
Fur'zuman) Freeze Man was originally built as a robot prototype for non-polluting energy before upgrading Dr. Wily. Its Freezing Cracker is a snowflake-shaped projectile. Freeze CrackerF. CrackerDWN-050 Junk ManJunk Man (ジャクマ Jankuman)Junk Man was created by Dr. Wiley to
help him find spare parts for his robots. Since Junk Man was made from old robot parts, electromagnetic forces were used to hold its parts together. His junk shield can pull piles of garbage towards him and be used to attack his opponents. Unwanted ShieldJ. ShieldDWN-051 Burst
ManBurst Man (バトマ B'asutoman) Originally created to protect a chemical plant in Edo, Burst Man was stolen, modified and reprogrammed by Dr. Vila to serve it. His Danger Wrap can radiate a bubble with a bomb in it to catch his opponents. The danger is wrapped up. The WrapDWN-
052 Cloud ManCloud Man (クウドマ Kuraudoman) was originally created as a weather-control robot, Cloud Man was stolen, modified and reprogrammed by Dr. Wylie to serve it. His Thunder Bolt allows him to shoot electricity toward his opponents. Thunder Bolt/T. Bolt, Thunder Strike/T.
StrikeDWN-053 Spring ManSpring Man (zプリグマ Supuringuman)Spring Man was created by Dr. Wily, where 1000 springs were used to make it. His Wild Reel allows him to launch spring weapons at his opponents. A wild coil. CoilDWN-054 Slash ManSlashシュマ Man was created by Dr.
Wiley to clear the scaffolding to build its base. His Slash Claw allows him to cut his opponents with his wave-like cutting attack. Slash the claws. ClawDWN-055 Shade ManShade Man (シェドマ Schlodoman) Originally created as an amusement park attraction, Shade Man was stolen,
modified and reprogrammed by Dr. Vila to serve it. His Noise Crush sends a devastating sound wave. Noise CrushN. CrushDWN-056 Turbo ManTurbo Man (タボマ T'boman) Dr. Wiley used parts of his old dragster to create a Turbo Man that ran on gasoline. Turbo Man can turn into a car.
His Scorch Wheel is a wheel-shaped fire that rolls on the ground. Scorching wheels. WheelSome of Masters Robots were created by Dr. Wily while others were stolen and repurposed by himグマ テ. serve Dr. Wily. His Tornado Hold can lure his opponents into their whirlwinds. Tengu Man
later served King in Mega-Man and Bass. This time he owns a Tengu blade that can be used to cut his opponents. Tornado Hold / T. HoldTengu BladeDWN-058 Astro ManAstro Man (アトロマ Asutoroman) Originally built to work in the planetarium, Astro Man Man stolen, altered, and
reprogrammed to serve Dr. Wily. Its Astro Crush can rain down a meteor storm. Astro Man later served king in Mega Man and Bass. This time he owns Copy Vision, which creates a holographic lookalike that attacks. Astro Crush / A. CrushCopy VisionDWN-059 Sword ManSword Man (ソド
マ Sedoman) Dr. Wily stole an ancient sword from the museum and created the Sword Man to own it. As a result, both halves of the Sword Man's body can act independently to improve his balance. His Fire Sword allows him to swallow his sword on fire. The flames of the MechF.
SwordDWN-060 Clown ManClown Man (クウマ Kuraunman) originally designed for the amusement park, Clown Man was stolen, modified, and reprogrammed to serve Dr. Wily. His Thunder Claw can trigger an elastic beam of electricity. Thunder claws. ClawDWN-061 Search ManSearch
Man (zチマ sachiman) Created by Dr. Wily, Search Man is a two-headed robot that is designed as a disguised soldier. While Dr Wily gave Search Man a second head as playing two heads better than one, he forgot to add personality chips to each of the heads forcing them to stick to one
personality chip that switches between heads. His homing sniper can launch missiles that are locked on his opponents. A self-driving sniper. SniperDWN-062 Frost ManFrost Man (フロトマ'Furosutoman) Created by Dr. Wylie from the remaining parts of the Clown Man, Frost Man is one of
the largest robot masters, which has increased strength. Its Ice Wave can send a splash of freezing cold across the earth. Ice wave. グレネドマ Created by Dr. Vila, Grenade Man likes to use his explosives to hurt anyone. Its flash bombs can produce a bright explosion at launches. Flash
bombF. BombDWN-064 Aqua ManAqua ManOriginally is designed to work in the water bureau as a way to manage the water, Aqua Man has been stolen, reprogrammed, and modified to serve Dr. Wily. Its water ball can run heavy spheres of water against its opponents. Water balloonW.
BalloonThese Robot Masters were created by Dr. Light and were duped by Dr. Wily into serving him, who saved them from being scrapped after their expiration date expired. The NumberJapanese NameShort Series DescriptionWeaponDLN-065 Concrete ManConcrete Man (コクリトマ
Konkur'toman) Created by Dr. Light, Concrete Man is a construction robot that was used to oversee the construction of the dam until it was spared the scrapping and deception of Dr. Wily in servicing it. His concrete shot allows him to shoot a block of concrete that can break down against
anything on impact. During the credits, Concrete Man was seen in a picture chasing Dr. Wily for what he made him and other robots do. Concrete ShotC. ShotDLN-066 Tornado ManTornado Man (トネドマ's Torunedo Man) Created by Dr. Light, Tornado Man was used to prevent powerful
storms while working on regulation of the facility until he was spared the scrapping and deception of Dr. Wily in serving him. Its tornado strike can send tornadoes away in many directions. During the credits, Tornado Man was seen in the picture looking up at the sky with Mega Man.Tornado



BlowT. The BlowDLN-067 Splash WomanSplash Woman (sプシュウマ Supurasshu Somanu) Created by Dr. Light, Splash Woman is the first female robot master with a mermaid-like appearance that was built to save people from sinking ships until she was spared the scrapping and
deception of Dr. Wily in serving him. Its laser trident can emit a trident-shaped laser. During the credits, Splash Woman was seen in a picture with Auto on the beach as Auto takes pictures of her. Laser trident. The TridentDLN-068 Plug ManPlug Man (プグマ Puragu Man) Created by Dr.
Light, Plug Man was used to test quality control at a television factory, where he inspected every block until it was removed from the scrap and tricked By Dr. Wylie to serve it. His Plug Ball shoots out spark balls that travel through the terrain to shock opponents. During the credits, Plug Man
was seen in the picture shopping with Rush.Plug BallP. BallDLN-069 Jewel ManJewel Man (ジュエマ Jueru Man) Created by Dr. Light, Jewel Man was used to work in a diamond mine where he cut and polished stones with dexterity until he was spared the scrap and deception of Dr. Wily in
serving him. His Jewel Satellite surrounds it with jewels and is used as a projectile. During the credits, Jewel Man was seen in a picture that shows in the mine with Roll as he shows her the jewel he found. Jewel SatelliteJ. SatelliteDLN-070 Hornet ManHornet Man (ホネトマ's H'nettoman)
Created by Dr. Light, Hornet Man was used to observe the flower park, having flowers pollinated until he was spared the scrapping and deception of Dr. Wily in serving him. His Hornet Chaser shoots robotic bee sting opponents. During the end of the credits, Hornet Man was seen in the
picture, eager for his garden with Beat present. ChaserH Hornet. ChaserDLN-071 Magma ManMagma Man (マグママ Maguma Man) Created by Dr. Light, Magma Man was used to oversee operations to ensure the safety and control of a geothermal plant until he was spared the scrap and
deception of Dr. Wily in serving him. His Magma Bazuka shoots three hot magma balls. During the credits, Magma Man was seen in the picture warming up the drum of Dr. Light oil. Magma BazukaM. BazookaDLN-072 Galaxy ManGalaxy Man (ギャクシマ Gyarakush'man), created by Dr.
Light, Galaxy Man is a UFO robot that can transform into a UFO and was used to work in a space research center to calculate the trajectory of robots until it was spared the scrapping and deception of Dr. Wylie. Its black hole bomb can shoot a small ball that turns into a black hole when
exploding. During the credits, The galaxy was seen in the picture flying towards the sun in the shape of a UFO as proto-man watches him from afar. Black Hole BombAb. H. BombThesay following the following Masters contracted Roboenza as Mega Man had to save parts of them to help
Dr. Light find a cure for Roboenza.Series NumberJapanese NameShort DescriptionWeaponDWN-073 Blade ManBlade Man (ブレドマ'Bureidoman)Blade Man was a tour guide to the ancient castle before signing a roboenza contract. His Triple Blade shoots three blades in different
directions. Triple Blade. BladeDWN-074 Pump ManPump Man (ポプマ Ponpu Man) Pump Man worked at a wastewater treatment plant, as well as flushing out any graffiti he finds prior to the roboenza contract. Its Water Shield can create shield drops and release them in different directions.
Water ShieldW. ShieldDWN-075 Commando ManCommando Man (コマドマ Komando Man)Commando Man worked as a mine robot that remotely detonated mines before contracting with Roboenza. His commando bomb shoots from a rocket that goes straight way. Commando BombC.
BombDWN-076 Chill ManChilled Man (チドマ Chirudoman) Chill Man worked as an Arctic nature observation robot that looked after melting glaciers caused by global warming until it contracted Roboenza. His Chill Spike shoots a gel that freezes when it hits the surface and sends ice
spikes to his opponents. Cold SpikeK. SpikeDWN-077 Sheep ManSheep Man (シプマ Sh'puman)Sheep Man worked as a sheep robot and then a static resistance separation test. Before he could change jobs, noticing that his coat was filled with static, the Sheep signed a contract with
Roboenza. His Thunder wool emits a woolly cloud shape that brings down lightning. Thunder Wult. WoolDWN-078 Strike ManStrike Man (sトクマ Sutoraiku Man) Strike Man is a baseball-themed robot that worked as a batting robot before he signed with Roboenza. His rebound striker
allows him to throw the ball, which gets faster every time he bounces off the surface. Rebound StrykerR. StrikerDWN-079 Nitro ManNitro Man (ニトロマ Nitoro Man) is a robot that can turn into a motorcycle and worked as a stuntman in many TV shows and films before signing a contract
with Roboenza. His Wheel Cutter allows him to shoot razor wheels at this opponent. CutterW Wheel. CutterDWN-080 Solar ManSolar Man (ソマ S'ru Man) Solar Man worked in a sunlight lab researched before he contracted Roboenza. His Solar Blaze can shoot a fireball that splits in two
directions when shot from its head. Solar fires. BlazeThese Robot Masters have various manufacturers until they were captured while serving Dr. Light on them and reprogrammed to serve Dr. Wily, who is also equipped with their own Dual Gear System device. After Dr. Wiley's story was
foiled, Dr. Light and improved the Double Gear system, they recovered their bodies and worked to restore them and restore them to normal. NumberJapanese Series DescriptionGear NameWeaponDWN-081 Block ManBlock Man (ブロクマ' Burokkuman) 'I'll drop you like a ton of bricksǃ' -
Block ManBlock Man is a thick robot manufactured by Nakaume heavy machinery that was used for external construction until it was captured and reprogrammed by Dr. Wily. Wily. The Dropper block can spawn four heavy blocks in the air and fall to hit its opponents. It is voiced by
Kazumomi Yamamoto in the Japanese version and by Mark Swint in the English dabe. GearBlock DropperB Power. DropperDWN-082 ManFuse Man Fuse (ヒュズマ'Suzuman) 'High voltageǃ' is a ManFuse Man electric robot fuse created by O.D.A. Electronics to control electronic
equipment at the power plant until it has been captured and reprogrammed by Dr. Wily. His Scramble Thunder launches a sphere of electricity that will cling to any surface and be controlled in any direction. It is voiced by Makoto Furukawa in the Japanese version and Todd Haberkorn in
english daba. Speed GearScramble Thunders. ThunderDWN-083 Blast ManBlast Man (ブトマ'm Burasutoman) 'Explosion... It's ARTǃ' - Blast ManBlast Man Robot, created by B.B. Bomb Company, where it works providing special effects for movies until it has been captured and
reprogrammed by Dr. Wily. His Chain Explosion creates floating explosives that explode at any time. It is voiced by Tasuka Hatanaka in the Japanese version and Chris Hackney in english daba. GearChain BlastC Power. BlastDWN-084 Acid ManAcid Man (アシドマ'Ashiddo Man)
'Welcome to my chemical paradise.' - Acid ManAcid Human Chemist Robot, created by the Mecha-Chuchets Institute of Robology and received a crazy scientist identity when he was captured and reprogrammed by Dr. Wily. Its acid barrier creates a shield of acid around it that can be shot
in the direction of its opponents. It is voiced by Kosuke Toriumi in the Japanese version and Christopher Corey Smith in the English dabe. Speed GearCacic Barrier. BarrierDWN-085 Tundra ManTundra Man'ICE OVERǃ UNDERǃ EVERYWHEREǃǃǃ' - Tundra ManTundra Man is a robot
created by Cossack robotic laboratories, where it works to monitor environmental changes in the coldest conditions until it was captured and reprogrammed by Dr. Wiley. His Tundra Storm creates a pillar of icy cold that destroys his opponents above and below him. It is voiced by Shinji
Kawada in the Japanese version and by Michael T. Coleman in the English daba. GearTundra Stormt speed. StormDWN-086 Torch ManTorch Man'Fall... To Fist flameǃ' - Torch ManTorch Man Robot, created by Tsubakuro Precision Processing, where it was used as an outdoor advisor to
warn people about fire safety until it was captured and reprogrammed by Dr. Wily. Its flaming torch can shoot a ball of red hot fire diagonally into the air. It is voiced by Katsuyuki Konishi in the Japanese version and john Bailey in the English dabe. Power GearBlazing TorchB. TorchDWN-087
Impact ManPile Man (パマ Pairuman) PUNCHǃ PUMMELǃ PULVERIZEǃǃǃ' - Impact ManImpact Man (also called Pile Man in the Japanese version) is a robot created by Nakaume Heavy Machinery, where it works as a construction robot that specializes in until it was captured and
reprogrammed by Dr. Wily. Using Power Gear, Impact Man can turn into a jackhammer. His Pile Driver allows him to send his thorn into his his voiced by Masaki Teravoma in the Japanese version and Jesse Merlin in English dub. GearPile DriverP power. DriverDWN-088 Bounce
ManRubber Man (Iバ Rab'man'iマ sure you can't bounce, As thisǃ' - Bounce ManBounce Man (also called Rubber Man in the Japanese version) is a robot created by a joint RDR made by Rebound Rubber and Momo Robot Farms, where he works as a crash test robot where his
bounciness and rubber skin allowed him to become a fitness instructor as well. , Bounce Man still retains its cheerful and childish personality. His bounce ball shoots three elastic balls that can be tilted up and down before exploding. It is voiced by Yukari Tamura in the Japanese version and
Bonnie Gordon in English dub. GearBounce BallB speed. BallBesides Tengu Man and Astro Man, the next robot masters were used by the king in his robot revolution. Some were created by the King while others were changed by King.Series NumberShort DescriptionWeaponKGN-001
Dynamo ManDynamo Man worked at the power plant as a guide for school excursions until it was changed by the king. His Lightning Bolt will cause lightning that will hit the area. Lightning BoltKGN-002 Cold ManCold Man was originally a refrigerator used in Dr. Light's lab to store
prehistoric DNA until King modified it into a robot. His Ice Wall creates a barbed wall of ice, which he pushes to his opponents. Ice WallKGN-003 Ground ManGround Man Man was created by the King to excavate the ruins and can turn into a drilling vehicle where he cannot suffer in this
form. Its Spread Drill is a drilling rig that can be divided into three small drills. The spread of DrillKGN-004 Pirate ManPirate Man was created by the king to attack cargo ships at sea. Its remote mine is a remote-controlled bomb that can be detonated at any time. Remote MineKGN-005
Burner ManBurner ManBurner Man man was created by the King to harm the natural environment. His Wave Burner is a short-range flamethrower. Wave BurnerKGN-006 Magic ManMagic Man is a former circus artist until he sided with King to show off his magical talents. His Magic Card
can steal energy from his opponents to restore his health. Magic CardStardroids are alien master robots that have been featured in Mega Man V. Their true creator is unknown. Dr. Wily activated them as part of his plans to dominate Earth.Sunstar (Sungod in Japan) is an ancient robot Dr.
Wily based his Stardroid designs in Mega Man V. It was apparently built by an ancient alien civilization in the solar system that had long since disappeared by the time Wylie discovered it. These details suggest that the creators of Sunstar are different from the creators of Duo. When Mega
Man Finds Wiley, He Decides Sunstar himself and orders him to destroy Mega Man. Instead, Sunstar reveals its independent nature by deciding to attack Wily, and then it decides that organic creatures as a whole should be destroyed for so many weapons and mega man attacks to protect
them. Sunstar is arguably the most powerful of the robots in the series (with the possible exception of Duo) as one shot can disintegrate entire floors as demonstrated during the final battle, and it was able to dislodge the UFO Wily with a single shot. After defeating Sunstar, Mega Man helps
bring him back to Dr. Light's lab and convince him that humans and robots can coexist peacefully, and while Sunstar would like to see such a world, it shows that Mega Man has damaged his energy core, and when he explodes, he will bring out the entire space fortress, and so Mega Man
is forced to flee without him. Terra (Earth in Japan) is the first Stardroid that Mega Man encounters and Megaman Killer Mega Man V. Terra wins it easily, since his Mega Buster can't hurt him until Dr. Light upgrades it with a Mega Arm (which replaces his standard shot charge with a capture
attack). After Mega Man defeats eight other Stardroids, he meets Terra again, this time with the ability to destroy him. His name is based on Earth and the third planet of the solar system. Its main attack is Spark Chaser, a laser that can house enemies and damage them several times. It can
also teleport and shoot a circle projectile that will freeze the Mega Man. Terra's attitude to Mega Man is no different from Bass.Mercury is one of the first group of Stardroids. His name is based on the Roman god-trade messenger and the first planet of the solar system. Its main attack is
Grab Buster (Snatch Buster in Japan), a projectile that can steal energy or bonuses from Mega Man, and it can turn into a liquid metal jumping three times and repeat the process. It can also steal bonuses and P-chips from negligent players. Venus is in the first group of Stardroids. It is
named after the Roman goddess of love and the second planet of the solar system. Its main attack is Bubble Bomb, a weapon that behaves in the same way as the danger of wrapping a man's blast from Mega Man 7. If it is small, it moves in the same direction until it explodes, but large
bubbles remain stationary explosive traps. Its design is based on a crab and looks like the Toad Man from Mega Man 4.Mars is in the first group of Stardroids. It is named after the Roman god of war and the fourth planet of the solar system. Its main attack is the Fon Rocket, a powerful
missile that can break through almost any enemy once to speed. They are fired through a large launcher protruding from its head, similar to the Napalm Man rocket launcher from Mega Man 5. In addition, like Napalm Man, it is also equipped with hand and shoulder rocket batteries. Mars
can also turn into a completely invulnerable tank and lay landmines while in this form. It is one of the most dangerous Stardroids.Neptune is in the first group stardroids. It is named after the Roman god and the sea and the eighth planet of the solar system. System. The main attack is Salt
Water, which resembles and resembles the weapon of a toxic seahorse (Acid Explosion) from Mega Man X3. He jumps back and forth between the walls causing corrosive water to fall on Mega Man and uses his own attack whenever Mega Man gets next to him. In the second group
stardroids is Jupiter. It is based on the Roman highest deity and the fifth planet of the solar system. His main attack is Electric Shock, a massive lightning bolt sent through his body. When Mega Man acquires it, the weapon functions like a Taser. It can also shoot electric sparks from the
hands. Jupiter was originally designed with a high-yield electronic bomb in its arsenal, but its fear of explosives led it to avoid its use. According to his CD in Mega Man and Bass, he has a rivalry with Gyro Man, supported by his quote ('Clear my way, propeller squip!'). Saturn is in the
second group of Stardroids. It is based on the Roman god of agriculture and harvest and the sixth planet of the solar system. His main attack is a black hole caused by the ring he carries. He can also use the ring as a powerful means of attack, stop time, and shoot ring shots from his body.
He is another rather dangerous Stardroid.Pluto is in the second group of Stardroids. It is named after the Roman god of the underworld and the most famous dwarf planet. Its main attack is 'Break Dash', a quick dash that can be performed on the ground or in the air and gives the user
invulnerability when using it. It can also use its claws to shoot from shock waves and homing energy explosions. His style is similar to the neon tiger in the Mega Man X3. Slash Man from Mega Man 7, as it turned out, is based on it. Uranus is in the second group of Stardroids and the
strongest of the group. His name is based on the Greek mythological god of the sky, the ancestor of the gods and the seventh planet of the solar system. Its main attack is the Deep Digger which functions in the same way as Guts Man's Super Arm from the original Mega Man in that it
requires external ammunition in the form of special blocks for use. The uranium is so heavy that it can cause massive caves-in just jumping repeatedly. Its defense is so incredibly tough that even a fully charged Mega Arm can do only minimal damage. Below is a list of recurring characters
appearing in the Mega Man X video game series developed and published by Capcom. Unless otherwise stated, each of these characters is reploid; artificially intelligent android. Names are organized in the order of appearance, and characters that appear in only one game are covered in
the article for the corresponding game. Irregular Hunters is a group ofハ タレギュタレギュ who protect people and other repeaters from mavericks and Mega Man X characters, and The heroes of each game are the famous maverick hunters. When they are introduced to Mega Man X, they
have existed for quite a while, having previously founded by Dr. Cain (who has since retired). From Mega Man X to, they battle Sigma and other Mavericks.In the original Mega Man X game, it is a template on which all non-light Reploids models (except zero) are based, and he fights against
the Mavericks to protect people and reassure his guilt for his involvement in their creation. It was created by Dr. Light somewhere in 20XX. Light named it X after the variable 'x', which, in algebraic terms, presents a limitless possibility, like advanced X systems. and he died before the
diagnosis of X was completed. X was discovered in his capsule 100 years later by another scientist, Dr. Cain, who tried to emulate X technology and, with the help of X, produced the first massive Reploids: humanoid androids based on X designs. When the Reploids began to rebel against
humanity (such insurgents are called Mavericks), Maverick Hunters were formed to fight them, led by Sigma, the strongest and most advanced Reploid created at the time, and the first Reploid created by Cain. This proved disastrous when Sigma himself was eventually infected with the
Maverick virus, and went Maverick himself, taking most Maverick hunters with him as he leads a massive uprising. X, feeling guilty for being the catalyst for the Maverick outbreak, takes it upon himself to help end Sigma and his plans, and teams up with zero, one of the last remaining
hunters, in an attempt to find Sigma and end his rebellion. X appeared in an episode of Mega Man 'Mega X', voiced by Michael Donovan. He follows Vile and Spark Mandrill to date to stop them from taking Lightanium back to their own time to help Sigma finance his wars against the people.
Like Mega Man, X has the ability to copy weapons from enemies by touching them, as he has seen the copying of the Snake Man's weapon to destroy Dr. Wiley's plasma cannon. Unlike Mega Man, the X seems to be able to copy the weapon several times Mega Man can use a copied
weapon only once (as it only copies it once), while the X has been seen copying and using the snake man's weapon three times. The X outfit can be unlocked and worn by Frank West's character Dead Rising, who also uses it as part of his hyper combo in Tatsunoko vs. Capcom: Ultimate
All Stars, and also appears as Frank's DLC costume in Ultimate Marvel vs. Capcom 3. X himself also appears in the ending of zero. In addition, X appears as a cameo in Marvel's appearance in Marvel vs. Capcom 3: The Fate of Two Worlds. One of the alternative colour schemes of the
zero is based on X, and then in Marvel vs. Capcom 3 with another that resembles the white armour X from the first game, and even a DLC suit overlooking X. X also appears in Super Smash Bros. for Nintendo 3DS and Wii U as part of part of the Man Final Smash. Mii Gunners also have
access to X armor through paid DLC in both versions. X is also considered along with zero in the Project X zone and its continuation. X himself is a playable character in Marvel vs. Capcom: Infinite and Puzzle Fighter.Originally, who was supposed to be the main character of Mega Man X,
and he was remade as a mentor and then partner of X in favor of X, who looked more like Mega Man. He is a top-class Maverick Hunter who is subjected to constant internal upheaval regarding his mysterious past and purpose, of which he seems to see glimpses of nightmares, and the fact
that the virus does not affect him, as does other reploids who have their programs damaged and turn unstable and violent and seeks human destruction by becoming a Maverick. On the contrary, it actually makes him stronger, and does not cause him absolutely no negative consequences,
to his grief and fear. In the Mega Man X to X3, its main weapon is the W-Buster, with the S-Sauber being introduced to its arsenal in the X2 and being used as a zero and X in the X3, but as more of a sub-weapon. In the Mega Man X4 onwards, the Sauber becomes its main weapon, and
Buster is his sub-weapon (it's not actually seen in use with the X6, but a similar weapon called Buster Shot is one of his weapons in the Mega Man zero series). The zero can also own other weapons as well as in the X7, X8 and zero series. He was actually created by Dr. Wily as his
masterpiece in order to replace Bass and then destroy X, the masterpiece of Light, thus settling his resentment of rivalry with light, and proving his superiority. In the mega Man X6 zero ending, it is shown some time in the future, entering a sleep capsule where it will wake up 102 years later
on August 15, probably setting the conditions for the Mega Man zero series, in which zero becomes the main character. This will be the first of two times zero seals themselves away. The zero is a playable character in SNK vs. Capcom: SVC Chaos, Tatsunoko vs. Capcom: Ultimate All-
Stars, Marvel vs. Capcom 3: The Fate of Two Worlds, Ultimate Marvel vs. Capcom 3, Marvel vs. Capcom Infinite and Project X zone and its sequel. Axl (アクセ) is a black and red-armored reptile with an X-shaped scar over the nose. With the attributes of a child in the X7, it is a fairly recent
introduction. First appearing in the Mega Man X7, he shows an unusual ability known as A-Trans allows, allowing him to take on the appearance and ability of any relapse he wins, which corresponds to his size, a ability that is inherently unique, allowing him to explore normally inaccessible
areas. Axl is also armed with a pair of portable blaster pistols (although, in most cases, Axl uses only one), which it calls Axl Bullets, and the ability to hover in the air and roll through enemy shots. While his gameplay style was originally similar to X, in Mega X8, Axl gameplay has been
redesigned to create its own distinctive combat style. His shots now have an intense rapid-fire ability and can shoot in any direction (similar (similar Bass from the classic Mega Man series) and instead of copying the same Maverick weapons as X can, Axl instead gets a new type of pistol for
every boss he wins, which has unlimited ammunition (unlike the X7, where Axl can only get three new guns that he switches when he uses Maverick weapons that come with them), and these special guns can be fired in the same way as Axl regular attacks (multi-direction). While generally
the weakest in attack, Axl's fighting style relies more on fast fire than on strength. Axl is featured in the Mega Man X7, has just left the mercenary Red Alert Syndicate and is seeking membership in Maverick Hunters. The Red Alert syndicate, which hunts robots and also takes on less racy
murder missions, has been infiltrated by Sigma, and is confronted by Maverick hunters. X, zero, and Axl work together to defeat Red Alert, and destroy Sigma, but in doing so, destroy both Red Alert and its leader, Red, only one Axl knows who knows about its origins. He has a very special
ability called Copy Shot, which allows him to disguise himself as some non-boss enemies with-Trans, obfuscating enemy DNA data. In Mega Man X: Command Mission, Redips, originally the leader of maverick hunters, also has the ability to transform. In MMX:CM, Axl's Action Trigger
allows it to turn into defeated bosses such as Wild Django, Silver Horn, Mad Nautilus, Mah Gentra, Incentas, Depth Dragoon, Rafflesian, and Ninetails. Its hyper mode, Stealth Mode, allows it to avoid enemy attacks, like The Hyper Spider Mode, Trickstar.Mega Man X8 shows that Axl is a
prototype for the next generation reploid. All of these next-generation reploids have the ability to copy other relapses through a chip containing a DNA relapse database, and, due to DNA changes, prevent them from going Maverick, since harmful changes simply come back. These next-
generation reploids are pawns in two different sites: with a copy of the chip containing a copy of Sigma's DNA in the library of hundreds of others, they inherit Sigma's thinking and way of thinking, thereby giving them the freedom to go Maverick of their choice. Sigma wants to destroy the old
world and start a new era with his baby Lumin, the leader of the next generation of reptiles and those on whom all the next-generation reptiles are based, and plans to use them to destroy all the people and old models so that he can populate the Earth with the help of the next generation of
reptiles, fulfilling Sigma's ambitions. X, zero, and Axl defeat them both, but when Lumin wins, he pounces in his death agony, cracks the blue crystal on Axl's red helmet headdress, knocking him unconscious, and X carries him to zero. This scene is no different from the X4 scene, where
Sigma and Nol fight, in which the virus of Sigma is transmitted by Sigma. Axl at the end of the game shows an ominous purple glow in his broken head and Axl, unconscious, moans a little, but the value value the brilliance is not yet known. Eventually, Axl is somehow reborn, perhaps to
indicate that the next generation of reploids have the opportunity to enliven themselves while at the door of death, and joins the fight along with X and Zero in Mega Man X: Team Mission. According to popular belief, the name Axl is a pun on the name Axl Rose from the hard rock band Guns
N' Roses.In Mega Man sX Advent, appeared a black biometal called Model A. Before the end of the game, Master Albert claimed that it is the Model of Albert, as it contains its plan and abilities, but biometal design is largely based on Axl, using the left and right side of the gun and holding
the gun that creates some speculation about the true identity of the model. Model A is voiced by Yu Kobayashi in the Japanese version of the game and Katie Adler in her English version. Axl also appears in the end of zero in Tatsunoko vs. Capcom: Ultimate All-Stars.Even though he
doesn't appear, one of Marvel's alternative color schemes vs. Capcom 3: The Fate of The Two Worlds is based on Axl.In his final years, Dr. Thomas Light, worried about the future of Earth, has developed his magnum opus, the combat robot Mega Man X. As meant by X in its title, this robot
was given limitless : the ability to grow and develop as he fights. To help X in his future battles, Dr. Light developed a large amount of armor, and after an incident where an unknown computer virus came from space and caused the robots to become violent and violent, he also suggested
that X could fight robots infected with viruses. To this end, he has equipped X with the perfect countermeasure of the virus. However, X was not just a combat robot. It was also to become a new generation of thinking robots with advanced mental abilities in much the same way as humans.
Dr. Light made X so that, using his conscience, he was able to think, feel and make his own decisions through an act of anxiety which he considered a new era in robotics. Because of these advanced mental abilities, X has presented many of the unthinkable challenges in existing robots.
Since this was the first time this experiment has succeeded, there is a danger that X may be a worry or issue even an absolute requirement for robots, robots cannot harm humans. If the act of anxiety extends to issues that the nature of the robots should not be questioned, it will be
disastrous. Dr. Light believed that in the worst case, if the robot intentionally harmed humans, humanity would tremble with fear, similar to that unknown at the time of the Dr. Wiley incident. Thus, also taking into account the combat capabilities of X and its armor, Dr. Light came to the
conclusion that X is an extremely dangerous creature that can become a threat to humanity. To determine the reliability of the X, Light considered subjecting the X cognitive program to the 30th anniversary of ethical testing, but since human life is short and fleeting, Dr. Light will never live to
see It is for this reason that he decided to seal the X away in the capsule, hoping that it would be discovered in the distant future, calling through a warning that the capsule should not be opened until the aforementioned 30 years have passed. Although this was his logical conclusion, his
feelings always saw his final creation as a hero who would fight for justice and peace for all people; not as a robot, potentially dangerous to humanity. Because of this, he talked to X about how he feared that humanity was not yet ready to accept him. According to him, humanity is not yet
ripe, and they will judge the name X, limitless potential, and man as mental abilities as what to be feared. After purifying his true intentions before sealing X, Dr. Light went on to tell him that he considered X one true hope in the world, someone who could guide the people of the future. He
also left these same feelings in the message to whoever finds X, but at the same time also expressed his concern that X would be swept up in the war under the name progress. As Dr. Light himself put it, there was little chance that he would live another 30 years to see X come into the
world. The construction took a very long time, to the point that Dr. Light was significantly aged by the time it was completed. His health fails, he died shortly after sealing X away. He continues to live, however, as a sensible hologram that helps X in his battles by upgrading his armor with
stronger enhancements. The holographic form of Doctor of Light looks like an unplayable character in Marvel vs. Capcom Infinite. According to the plot of the game, it provides support to the heroes who are fighting the forces of Ultron Sigma. Dr. Cain, a human archaeologist-turned-robot
expert, plays a vital but shrinking role in Mega Man X games and their back theories. In the story of Mega Man X (told in the form of Dr. Cain's diaries), Dr. Cain discovers a sleeping Mega Man X in the ruins of Dr. Light's lab. After awakening X, Cain invents Reploids, intelligent robots based
on the design of X, with the most notable being Sigma. Sigma, being the most advanced robot at the time, was placed as the head of Maverick Hunters (Irregular Hunters in the Japanese version), a group of reploids dedicated to the destruction of any relapse that violated three rules of
robotics.Dr. Cain's role in later games decreases. In the Mega Man X2 it recovers zero after X recovers its parts from the X-hunters. In X3, he has almost no role, only appearing when you lose zero, in a scene in which zero says he can't fight anymore. X3 celebrated its last appearance in
the game. The U.S. guide to Mega Man X4 has a note that it is actually responsible for the creation of Doppler and Repliforce, however, this was added by the localization team, and is not present in the original Japanese manual, and thus should not be considered a canon. In Mega Man
Maverick X, remake of Mega Man X, its role expands on on Sigma is giving periodic reports to Cain about Maverick Hunter's activities, and X Progress. He is shown to periodically connect to a large machine when he eats, possibly a dialysis machine, or to help in digestion, as Cain's artwork
pattern shows that while he has four ports on his back to connect to the machine, he is fully capable of standing upright with his kane. When Sigma launches a rocket attack on the city, his house is seen engulfed by a nearby explosion, and it fades to white, reflecting on how the relapses
were created by humanity, and humanity was too arrogant. His death in this version of events is largely implied after a missile hit his home. While responsible for awakening and assisting X, his invention of the Reploids was the direct cause of all the major wars throughout the X, Zero, and X
games, bringing rapid, dramatic changes to society that are often for the worse, despite his experience in archaeology and botany. Another note is that his name is Cain, the biblical man who betrayed and killed his brother Abel. Similarly, Dr. Cain inadvertently betrayed humanity's doom
and destruction to future generations in its creation of Reploids. The city in which he lives, and the main base of Maverick Hunter was housed in Maverick Hunter X, also, was aptly named, 'Abel City'It also should be noted that in the original SNES series that Cain never died. He appears in
Mega Man X2 and X3, perfectly healthy and advising X and zero on their next steps. Iris was developed by Repliforce scientists as half of the Perfect Soldier program. The colonel, her brother, was the other half. Her half was compassionate and peaceful, and the colonel was a warrior-
recidivism. Repliforce scientists struggled to make these two factors into one Reploid, but the differences were irreconcilable, so they divided them into brother and sister Reploids.Iris trains with Maverick hunters, and during that time it develops feelings to zero. She later serves as a
navigator at Maverick Hunter headquarters, instructing zero on where to go for her missions. Despite her willingness to instruct zero, she constantly urges him to refrain from fighting, especially against his brother. When her brother later collapses, the pain drives Iris crazy, and she makes a
trip to the Final Weapon. She waits for zero in the lab, where she uses the colonel's fighting will to get a powerful body armor. The zero defeats her, and Iris dies of program failure caused by an attempt to use her brother's fighting will on her systems; the system collided and caused Iris
terrible pain as she fought against zero. Before she dies, she tells zero that she desires a world where there are only Reploids, and wants to be with him in this world. Her death makes him doubt his beliefs and causes him a lot of grief and pain. Later Sigma above zero before their battle,
saying that Iris was waiting for him. Once the final weapons are destroyed and zero zero On his way back to Earth, he thinks of friends he couldn't save, especially Iris.Iris makes a cameo in Mega Man X5, while using zero to destroy Sigma's last incarnation. It also appears as an X and zero
guide in Mega Man Xtreme 2 for The Boy Colors game. An alternate universe version of it appears in Mega Man Battle Network 6, and plays a significant role in the storyline. Iris also has a cameo appearance in Project X zone, a 2012 crossover game for 3DS. In Chapter 29, she is brought
to the world from the .hack series and used as Vile bait to cause zero angst over her death. Although non-Mega Man X characters are confused about the situation with Iris, they still realize that zero is in trouble and come to its rescue. After he recovered and recalls his hunter duties
immediately after defeating Weil, he tells Iris that her dream is impossible. At this point, Aura (AI from .hack) tells her that she should not attend, causing her to disappear. When she disappears, she tells zero that the situation between them has been resolved and never give up. After she
disappears, zero with a new spirit declares that he will see her again one day, finally giving him closure over her death. Alia is a character in the Mega Man X series. Alia began her career as a simple researcher in Reploidengineering. She and her colleague Gate, to whom she is said to
have feelings, got ahead of their time in their research on Reploids, although she claims that Gate has always been a better programmer than she was. However, Ghaith's inability to follow the rules made him a social outreth, and his creations were systematically destroyed, sometimes even
with the help of Aliya herself. She soon mastered all the programming languages and was chosen on these merits to be a spotter for the Hunters. In the Mega Man X5, Alia then served as a spotter for hunters (navigator) during the Sigma virus outbreak, while lending her technical talents to
the cause, downloading and allowing X to use two of its new armor, Falcon Armor and Gaea. She supported the Hunters throughout the ordeal until it was resolved. And most of the time she worries for her comrades. In the Mega Man X6, she noticed X and zero as they dealt with
Nightmares, and her past with gates came back to haunt her. While feeling guilty throughout the event, it helped the hunters in bringing the gates to justice. When the Gate was defeated, X brought his remains to Alia, and she said she would do everything possible to restore him, although it
is not known whether she succeeded or not. As the Earth's recovery continued, Alia continued to act as a navigator-hunter. Her skills were brought to good use when Axl fled the Red Alert Syndicate, a new organization of hunters who rose to power, in the Mega Man X7 party. When retired
from the Hunters, he helped Alia work at the base. During the time In a crisis, Alia continued to direct zero and Axl - and X as soon as he decided he needed help - on their mission, eventually helping them find the Red Alert base. In Mega Man X8, Alia continued her position as a spotter,
assisted by two new navigators (Layer and Palette). Working in tandem, she helps in the discovery of new generation chips and Sigma's story. Alia is also a secret unlocked character in the game and looks like her colleague, X in terms of control. She has her own gun, Alia Buster and the
weapon copying system, but she lacks X armor and her abilities. Douglas is a mechanic for Maverick hunters. In the X5, he built parts of power (or modules) for X and zero and reinforced Enigma Cannon and Space Shuttle with parts they collected from the Mavericks. During the Nightmare
Outbreak (X6), Douglas helped X and zero by refining the power parts for them. Although he still works for the Maverick Hunters, he hasn't appeared in the game for a while. He's a somewhat eccentric character who prefers to look at the lighter side of things. He can fix anything. Signas is
the newest leader and commander of Maverick Hunters, featured in the X5. He was originally a private detective before being appointed to Maverick Hunters. Signas commands every mission performed by the Hunters, and he often plans major operations, carefully observing them. Very
loyal to people and reploids, Signas will stop at anything to ensure that all Mavericks are eliminated, as he has already proven to be a worthy leader and valuable hunter. It has the most advanced processor of all current Reploids and is somewhat similar to the colonel of the X4 in
appearance. Make no mistake with SigmaMaverick (irregular) in Japan) refers to the Reploids who turned against humanity because of the レギュ the effects of the Maverick virus or of their own volition, depending on the individual. Mavericks also appeared as the world's top villains to
combine the crossover of Archie Comics, which took place between Sonic Hedgehog, Sonic Universe, Mega Man, and Sonic Boom comic lines. After the X7 events, Sigma went back in time to Sonic the Hedgehog's home world and then cloned the vast majority of mavericks featured in the
series. The only exceptions are those that appear in the team mission and a handful of other games. Sigma (シグマShiguma) is the main antagonist of the Mega Man X series, considered the best reploid of the time with circuit designs designed to keep it from going to Maverick. He was
once the leader of the Maverick Hunters, but during the mission he came into contact with zero virus and fled with the berserk. During their battle, noh causes serious damage to Sigme and almost manages to kill him, but when he is paralyzed by the terrible pain emanating from the crystal
of his helmet due to the control of the virus, Sigma manages to get the upper hand and destroys With one well placed punch, pounding zero unconscious, but inadvertently contracting a zero virus. Although Sigma was initially stable after the incident, the virus soon took hold and he went
Maverick himself and declared war on the people. He was defeated by X and zero many times before finally being defeated on the moon in the Mega Man X8, where they believed that the zero virus would eventually die out. He is voiced by Mugihito from Mega Man X4 via Maverick Hunter
X in Japanese, Charlie Fontana in the English adaptation of X4, Walter Roberts in the English adaptation of X7, Dave Pettitt in the English adaptation of X8, and Gerald Matthews in the English adaptation of Maverick Hunter X.Sigma appears as a tall, bald humanoid in most of its forms.
Although it has been destroyed countless times, Sigma's programming is able to survive encounters in a viral form, allowing him to build new bodies. The implication is that it becomes more insane with each transformation, the most dramatic example in X6: by this point, it is just a zombie
shell, barely consistent, screaming in broken sentences, and only for blood; it only looks to destroy X and zero just for them to be there. He manages to develop his data into the Sigma virus, which allows him to easily infect numerous reploids. He likes to turn himself into a big and strong
form after his first normal form is defeated. He is a capable military leader, making him a treacherous and strategic adversary and allows him to turn various Reploids, Mavericks, even other Maverick hunters to his side, which is especially shown in X4, where he pushes Repliforce and
Maverick hunters into almost destroying each other. After losing to the Mega Man X8, Lumin claims that Sigma is dead forever and will not ever be able to return, although one can imply that the one that was destroyed is actually a clone, and that Lumin is the real Sigma in disguise. Sigma
appears as a playable character in the upcoming Marvel vs. Capcom: Infinite through downloadable content and to be voiced by Chris Tergliafera. Sigma is also one of the game's main antagonists along with Ultron, with the two using the Infinity Stones to unite and become Ultron Sigma.
Vile (VAVA (ヴァヴァ) in Japanese) is a recurring major villain in the Mega Man X series, and often appears as the boss of the mid-game. It has a distinctive helmet with a T-shaped visor, similar to Boba Fett. Vile is featured in Mega Man X, where he is a former Maverick Hunter currently
serving Sigma as his right hand. When he first fights X (while in his ride armor) in mega Man X Vile shows the fact that it is stronger and more powerful than X and its outdated weapon. He and X fought, and X was almost defeated, but he came to his aid by blowing his hand out of Weil's
armor. Vile runs away and vows to confront X and zero later. When X later tells X that he has found Sigma's fortress, they parted ways. Zero and vile The entrance is just like X arrives. They fight (with Vile in his refurbished armor ride), and by the time X confronts Vile, he has captured zero.
X is almost defeated again by Vile. The zero again comes to the rescue as he regains strength, jumps on Vile's back, and destroys Vail's ride armor. The explosion also destroyed the legs of zero, which fatally damaged him. When Weil's armor is destroyed, X defeats Weil, enraged, and



continues into Sigma's fortress. The zero gives the X hand the gun before it dies (only if the player has not received a hand gun update hidden in the game). In Mega Man X3 Vile is sent along with Beat and Beat to Destroy X. There is little dialogue with Bit and Byte, showing that they don't
have much personality, unlike Vile, who even declares to Dr. Doppler that he has an account to settle with X, apparently angry about being destroyed in the first installment of the Mega Man X game. In the first game, Mega Man X Vile controls a large mobile operator, and in X3 it uses a
similar medium, although, according to Vile, the carrier is the new model Goliath. Vile also uses the media in the X8, but unlike the first and third games, it switches to and from its host, giving the battle a little more variety. The first encounter with Vile in the X3 takes place in what appears to
be a recently abandoned factory. Vile plans to blow up the factory with X still inside, and will either back away from the battle or be destroyed depending on the player's actions. Weil X's last words are that he will haunt him until the day he dies before destroying himself. Vile returns again in
the Mega Man X8, and tries to convince Mega Man X, along with zero and Axl to surrender, or not, he was serious in this attempt, or just teasing them unknown. After losing the final stage in hard mode, when the main playable character comes out through the door, Vile makes a final effort
to take any secondary playable character left with him, while the other character is forced to go through the rest of the scene alone until the two reunite during The Sigma Fight. His ultimate fate is unknown, but it is implied that another character has destroyed him. In light or normal mode,
Vile simply collapses after its defeat. Vile is a playable character in Mega Man Maverick Hunter X, and in his version of one player's story he is remade as a loose cannon that is released from Sigma's prison sentence to wreak havoc (his change of allegiance is reflected in his appearance;
unlike the original Mega Man X, the symbol on his forehead is the V instead of the stylized Sigma). He turns against the Mavericks Sigma, but in his last battle, instead of fighting Sigma, he confronts both X and zero, although he eventually finds himself destroyed. In Vile mode on Maverick
Hunter X, Vile receives a very large number of weapons for his carrier, his legs and arms. It was detected in X mode on Maverick Hunter X that Vile its ride armor all time and almost never comes out of it, which defended Vile when zero struggled with him, so instead of destroying Vile as
zero hoped, he only destroyed the ila ride armor, leaving Vile himself unaffected. He made a one-episode appearance in the 1994 Mega Man cartoon Ruby-Spears voiced by Lee Tockar. In appearance, he was remarkably similar to his partner in appearance, compared to many other
characters. Adding a neck and above, slightly more detailed heads are major differences, although whenever he's about to attack, he grabs his shoulder gun and targets manually, unlike the games (except for his Maverick Hunter X ending, which came out years after the cartoon was done).
Mega Man had no chance against Vile because the shots from his gun hands were simply deflected from Vile's armor. In the games he is relatively crazy, perhaps psychotic, but in the cartoon he is a collected character and has a deep, calm voice. He's very arrogant, often calling Mega
Man puny, and when he hears Dr. Wily come up with something he's considering a good plan, Vile says: not bad for a puny man. His actual goal was to steal Lightanium rods developed by Dr. Light, which, according to X, cost billions in the future, and which Sigma planned to use to fund his
war against humans. Vile is also strongly understood to have a grudge against X, although the reasons for their rivalry have never been explored. During the episode, Vile allieded himself with Wily in getting Lightanium terminals in exchange for plasma energy that Wily needed to power up
a new blaster weapon to conquer the world. Eventually, Mega Man and his colleague X stop them on their way, destroying the blaster weapon, and X pushes both Vile and Spark Mandrill back into their time while Wily and his cohorts escape from the crime scene. Although Vile is a
recurring villain in the Mega Man X series, he has a different color in every game; purple in the first, blue in the third, and green in the eighth. The X-Men, known in Japan as the Counterタハ Hunters (カウタハ'sタcwante Hunt), is a group of three Mavericks who are designed to fight
Maverick hunters and are tasked with destroying X, and are the main antagonists of Mega Man X2. The members of the group are Violene (バオレBayoren), muscle and performer, Serge (Sagese (zゲsees) in Japan), brains and scientist, and Agile (アジAjiru), speed and military strategist.
They are among the few remaining followers in the Maverick uprising and led a rebellion of their own after Sigma's death and took to the North Pole. They were also in possession of the parts of zero, which, in addition to their unification plan, rebuilt the zero as Maverick, and they
challengeD X in a double for parts after some of their Mavericks were defeated. Each participant is in a secret area of the stage and will move to a different stage. After X beat each of the X hunters, he three parts and has the final battle with them in their lair. One by one, all X Hunters were
destroyed and eventually X faces the recently revived Sigma.Dr. Doppler (Dr.ドプDoppur) is the main antagonist of the Mega Man X3. Dr. Doppler is portrayed as a Reploid researcher who allegedly discovered a cure for Maverick Reploids, and even founded the city, City of Dopple, in
honor of him. When the alleged relapses began to cause riots in the town of Dopple, the Maverick Hunters brought Doppler to justice. After X and Zero defeats him, Doppler reveals that he was damaged by Sigma's viral form, which ordered him to create a new body for him. Eventually, zero
learns that Dr. Doppler has a true antivirus, and applies it to his z-Saber to finish off Sigma and pull X and himself out of Doppler's exploding lab. (In addition, if zero is injured, Dr. Doppler uses his own body as a true antivirus and sacrifices himself.) Dr. Doppler also plays a role in carddass'
exclusive storyline called Rockman X: Mega Mission, where he releases his own virus, a limited virus that is responsible for the revival of some mavericks that X previously won in previous games, as well as a copy of X himself (written asクIkusu), also known as iX by fans, to distinguish it
from the original. The Police Nightmare (ナトメアポリNaitomea Porisu) is a duo of Reploids, who were law enforcement agencies in the city of Dopple, formed by Dr. Doppler, to protect him before the uprising and joining his army, consisting of Bit (ヴァジュリ'FFVajur'ra FF) in Japan),
faster of the two, and Byte (Mandarela BB (マダレBBMandar'ra BB) in Japan), stronger of the two. Doppler sent them to destroy X and zero. They are located and fought in any of the eight stages in the Mega Man X3. If at least one of them is defeated but not destroyed, they will unite to
form Godkarmachine O Inary (ゴドカマシ OナリGoddokarashan of Inara) in the first stage of the Doppler fortress, which is an update from Doppler after their first defeat. Double (ダブ-Daburu) was an auxiliary character in the Mega Man X4. He quickly befriended X during his mission and
acted as the operator of his mission, but as X headed for the final weapon, Double showed his true purpose: he was a spy sent by Sigma to infiltrate Maverick Hunters, revealing his true identity as a combative sadist, cruelly teasing X about his naivety when he was defeated. After killing
some Maverick hunters at their headquarters, Double went after X inside the final weapon, and showed his true form to it, making the unbeliever X realize that he was betrayed and confronted him in battle. However, X managed to destroy it. As its name suggests, Double has two forms: the
first is short, with an overweight friendly form, but its second and true shape is much taller, thinner and stronger than the combat-ready Reploid, with sabers at the top his hands and gelatin-like substance present in his body. His name is also considered by some to mean that is a double
agent. The weakness of the doppelganger, coincidentally, Double Cyclone.Dynamo (ダナモDainamo), introduced in the Mega Man X5 and then recurring in the Mega Man X6 as an optional boss, is a reploid mercenary who works for Sigma.Dynamo portrays a very brash and arrogant
character. He was hired by Sigma to help him execute a plan to spread the Maverick virus across the Earth. After Sigma completed the plan, Dynamo's job was to slow down the progress of X and zero when they collected parts for the Enigma cannon and shuttle, both of which were
designed to stop the colony crash, which was an integral part of Sigma's plan. Despite his arrogant claims, he fled in a fit of cowardice when X and zero defeated him, leaving him with the realization that he might die. It showed that he was still smart and didn't turn the Maverick, since most
Mavericks would refuse to back down and fight before they were destroyed. With Sigma no longer around to protect him during the Mega Man X6, he tried to put together a Nightmare soul to enhance his power. However, he still failed miserably in the fight against X and zero, and ran away
from them again. For unknown reasons, he did not make any follow-up appearances after the X6. In X5, Dynamo is somewhat notable as the only boss other than eight Mavericks who gets his own intro sequence. Gate (ゲトGeito) is the principal antagonist of mega Man X6 and a
researcher who previously worked with Alia. Having knowledge far ahead of his peers, Ghaith found himself banished from the scientific community when his colleagues, including Alia, conspired to destroy the Reploids Gate for fear of his power and inability to be analyzed. A few months
after the collapse of Eurasia, Gate discovered some of the DNA of zero and contracted traces of the Maverick virus. Obsessed with building his own utopia only for the most senior Reploids, Gates created The Nightmare Virus and zero nightmare (a distorted and deranged clone of zero) to
instill fear in the population and then revived it to the Reploids as Nightmare Investigators who supposedly protect them but actually lead them to their deaths. When X explores the Nightmare virus and rescues the Reploids, he learns more about Ghaith and Alia's past with him. Eventually,
Gate reveals himself and challenges X to a showdown in his secret lab, where he confronts him in an invincible gold armor suit. After the defeat, Gate reveals that he also saved Sigma and activates him, which in turn kills the Gate. X later brings the gate body back with him, leaving the final
(undisclosed) decision of his fate to Alia out of respect for their former friendship. Iock is Gate's top assistant in the Mega Man X6. He first saw giving a rousing speech to the Reploids and recruiting them as nightmare investigators. Its actual purpose, however, is to observe the effects of the
Nightmare Virus and to report them to the Gates for Refiners. Isoc also shows an obsession with zero, claiming that he knows, knows After the death of Ghaith X and zero, Ioka's body is found lying on the floor. Although functional, all the data in his body has been erased, and it remains
unknown what may have happened to him. Tall Max is the antagonist in the Mega Man X6. It was created by Gates as the ultimate Reploid, using DNA taken from zero to make it incredibly powerful and resistant to damage (although this resistance can be overwhelmed with sufficient force).
As the leader of Nightmare Investigators, High Max is tasked with looking for and destroying the zero nightmare as part of the farce of the gates to lead the low-grade Reploids to their deaths through blind trust. First he attacks X when a zero nightmare is spotted nearby, and accuses him of
being in connection with the copy. Once the zero nightmare is destroyed, High Max could face off in any of the eight stages. In case of defeat, he retreats, and Isok seems to cover his escape. Tall Max appears for the last time in the laboratory of Gate and is completely destroyed in battle.
Red appears in the Mega Man X7 as the leader of Red Alert, an anti-Maverick mercenary group that has risen to prominence instead of overworked and under-equipped Maverick hunters. He was the one who adopted and trained Ax, who looked at Red as the figure of his father. After Red
met a mysterious professor (Sigma) who claimed that he could increase his power, he began to behave unusually, and Axl took it as a sign of running after his life, ultimately in search of refuge with the Maverick Hunters. Upon learning of this, Red demanded that Axl be returned to him and
release several Mavericks that Red Alert had captured, with the fact that which group could defeat the Mavericks would gain custody over Axl.After eliminating the bosses, X, zero, and Axl to infiltrate Red Alert's Crimson Palace and fight the Red in the battle to the death. Later, after
defeating Sigma, Red again finishes X and zero is off, but turns Axl into disguise as he delivers the final blow to the hunters' oldest enemy. Lumin is the main antagonist of mega Man X8. Thanks to the new generation of Reploid, it can turn into other Reploids. Lumine is presented as the
director of the Jakob project, Orbital Elevator at the beginning of the X8. He was soon kidnapped by Vile, because of his knowledge of the elevator. After defeating Sigma (originally considered the instigator of the game's events once again) in normal or hard mode, Lumin appeared to have
manipulated the weakened Sigma this time, although it did mean that he was essentially Sigma himself, and was carrying out his plans. He knows that Sigma couldn't do what he did in the entire series forever. He continues to claim that this was Sigma's last death and that he would not be
able to return. Lumine then reveals his own plan; destroy all the people and reptiles of the old generation and create a new world just for the next generation models. Lumin fought in his normal form, and then in angelic form in heavenly After the defeat, it strikes Axl with the fact that the
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ObtainWeapon xl and paletteBa Obtainmmon (Bamboo Pandemonium Banbae Pandemonium) 'Leaf Separation Last') Blast Launcher (Explosion Launcher Burasuto Ranch)Optical SunflowerOptic Sunfloward (Optical Sunflower de Optikku Sanfuravedo)SunflowerShining Ray
'Amaterasu/Heaven Shine Shine') Ray Gan MantisShadov Begun (シャドウナShadu Rann)Rasetsesen (螺刹旋lit. 'Swirling Temple Whirl') Black Arrow (ブクアロBurakku Aro)Gravity AntonioNGravitate Ant-Luke (グビテト アトニオGuurabitito Antonion)AntSqueeze Bomb (クィズボム
Juuhazan (重波斬lit). 'Heavy Wave Slash') Spiral Magnum (zパマグナムSupieraru Magunam)Land TrilobitEarrok Toyrovich (アロク トリロビチTobirobibica) TrillobitCrystal Wall (クリタウォCurisutaru Vuru 烈鏡断) Violent Mirror Separation')Associated Blaster (バウドブタBaundo
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characters from both mega man Battle Network video games, and MegaMan Warrior NT (Rockman EXE) anime and manga series. Lan Hikari (光 熱⽃Hikari Netto) is a fifth-grade student with a connection to NetNavi, MegaMan. He is the son of Yuichiro Hikari and Haruk Hikari, as well as
the grandson of Tadashi Hikari. He had a twin brother, Hub Hikari, who died when they were young, and it later transpired that MegaMan.EXE was actually a hub reincarnated in data. MegaMan.EXE has a 0.1% altered difference in its DNA to avoid the connection between them, but
eventually wears off, leading to their synchronization. It is voiced by Alex Dobuk and Brad Sweil in the English version of the anime and Kumiko Higoy in the Japanese version of the anime. Lan is a typical carefree, happy-go-lucky youth in search of adventure and fun. However, he is quickly
noticing the finer details, allowing him to think calmly during a sticky situation. Lan is also known as dense when things are not pure related. He often netbattles, and puts the prospect of completing men's tasks like homework behind him. Despite his seemingly carefree attitude, Lan always
suggests doing the right thing, either for the world or just for a friend. He is talented at skating in every version of the franchise and usually decorates his room with football themes. Lan may be quite a rash from time to time, but his actions sometimes have a positive effect. In the anime, Lan
eventually becomes NetSaver (Pure Savior), helping NetPolice stop crimes. This responsibility leads Lan on many missions involving darkloids and Dark Chips in Axes, and his duties are expanded in the stream as he becomes one of the members of Cross Fusion vs. Duo.Both names LAN
and Netto are references to the network, while the name Hikari, which is Japanese for Light, is a reference to the main Dr. Light.MegaMan.EXE (ロクマ. EXERokkuman.Eguze, Rockman.EXE in the original) (Mega Man) is the main netNavi hero of the series. He is very close to his
cameraman, Lan, and later it turned out that he was actually Hub Hikari (光彩⽃Hikari Saito), Lan's twin brother reincarnated in data. Hub died in early infancy from a rare heart disease, but their father, Yuichiro, managed to use Hub's DNA in his project to create the perfect NetNavi. Fully
synchronizing DNA will cause them to connect and feel each other's pain, so MegaMan.EXE's eye color is different, although later the difference is removed to save MegaMan.EXE's life. He later spends most of his time in the real world using 'CopyBot' as a body. The anime does not say
that he is not Lana's twin, but his close friend. It is voiced by Andrew Francis in the English version and Akiko Kimura in the Japanese version of the anime. MegaMan.EXE is sometimes accused of alarming Lan because of his constant lecture. He is usually optimistic even in the worst of
times, and extremely determined. He is also usually very polite to other characters where even in a bad situation unrelated he will feel the need to apologize and rest with others. Outside of that, however, he often cracked jokes about not being around for Lan to wake him up, help with his
homework, or if he couldn't win NetBattle because he couldn't find a good BattleChip. MegaMan.EXE's main weapon is its Megabuster, and it can use different chips to enhance its abilities. He also has a special ability to change the style, which allows him to use the various elements and
abilities characteristic of the corresponding transformation, and later replaces it with Soul Unison, which allows him to use the abilities of friendly Navi. After he has been tarnished by dark energy, he receives 'Chaos Unison'. After absorbing one of the Cybeasts, he gets the opportunity to
take on their attributes. Falzar gives MegaMan.EXE the ability to fly and special Talon Buster, while Gregar gives him stronger armor and Vulcan Buster. The name Rockman EXE can come from the original MegaMan character, Rock Light. As shown in the anime, MegaMan.EXE has a
secret fear of ghosts. MegaMan.EXE appears in Super Smash Bros. for Nintendo 3DS and Super Smash Bros. for Wii U as part of Mega Man's Final Smash.Mayl Sakurai (桜井 メ Sakurai Meiro) is a classmate and close friend of Lan, and operator Roll.EXE (ロ. They are neighbors next
door, and are often perceived as a couple, although in all incarnations, Lan has no idea of the affections of Mile. It turned out that Lan and Mile are married and have a child together named 'Patch'. They always grew very close. Mayl, being the more mature and intelligent of the two, often
has to beat some sense in Lan when he gets himself into trouble. The two sometimes have opposition, but bickering only brings them closer. Mayl sometimes reveals that she may have romantic feelings to her life span friend. Roll and megaman's relationship strongly parallels that of Lan
and Mail, though Roll is far more egregious with her love of Megaman. It was renamed Maylu Sakurai in English anime and manga. It is shown in the 5th game, when the character watches Mayl's house in Visionburst 11 years in the past, that Mayl Netopian's father is making it at least half
of Netopian.Maylu voiced by Brittney Wilson in English anime and Kaori Mizuhashi in Japanese anime. Myla's name is a pun on the word mail. Roll.EXE is the main female NetNavi series. Although she finds herself in many damsel stranded, she is with battle support and often helps
MegaMan in both games and anime. In Battle Network 4: Red Sun, MegaMan and Roll fight each other during the Eagle tournament. Her fighting abilities include Roll Flash, an attack where she uses her antenna to whip the enemy, and Roll Arrow, which is capable of breaking loaded
BattleChips; The anime adds Roll Blast, an attack where she shoots several heart-shaped shells into her repertoire. It is voiced by Lenor zanne and Sharon Alexander in the English anime. Roll.EXE came from Roll from the original MegaMan series. Roll was the sister of MegaMan in the
original series, while in Battle Network she is a close friend and then a romantic interest of MegaMan. In the finale of Mega Man Battle Network 6, デカオ roll and MegaMen become a couple and create a son called Mega Man Junior.Dex Oyama (Yama Decao), in Japan is a classmate and
friend of Lana, as well as operator GutsMan.EXE (ガツマGattsuman). He is often portrayed as a bully with a soft spot. Dex has a younger brother named Chisao, who is rarely seen in Battle Network, and a recurring character in the anime. In later anime episodes, Dex abandons NetBattling
to focus on his new career as a curry chef. Renamed Dex Ogreon in English anime and manga. Dex is voiced by Tony Sampson in the English anime. GutsMan.EXE is a great and strong Navi who believes that he and his operator are the greatest NetBattlers in the world. He is known as
Guts Man in the original Mega Man series. GutsMan.EXE also showed a huge love for Roll in the anime, reflecting Dex's feelings towards Maylu.He voiced Scott McNeil in English dub. GutsMan.EXE came from the Guts Man robot in the original MegaMan.Yai Ayanokoji series (綾⼩路 やい
とAyanokoji Yaito) in Japan and Yai Ayano in English anime and manga, is a wealthy classmate and friend of Lan, and operator Glyde.EXE (グドGuraido), who is from MegaMan Battle Network 2 She is significantly younger than the other main characters, as she missed several classes
because of her intelligence, and (in the anime) works out of her father's company , AyanoTech (Gabcom), the original name This is a game named Capcom, the original creators of most of the MegaMan/Rockman series. In anime (and sometimes games), she is known for her big forehead,
her giant blonde tresses, as well as her love of strawberry milk, and secretly adores Chaud.She is voiced by Jocelyne Loewen in English dub. Glyde.EXE is a cyber butler armed with rare and powerful chips to protect himself. It is based on Glida from the Mega Man Legends series.
Glyde.EXE is voiced by Ted Cole in English Dub. Chaud Blaise (伊集院 炎Ijian Enzan) in Japan is the son of the president of IPC (Blaze'quest in English anime) (Shuusek Ijuin), as well as the operator and creator of ProtoMan.EXE, known in Japan as Blues.EXE (ブ. EXEBursu.Eguze). His
mother died when he was still young, and Chaud was forced to become vice president of his father's corporation, a position that contributed to his initial cold attitude to Lan Hikari. As the series progresses, he gets more respect for Lana, and also begins to open up to others, smiling more
often. He does not, however, lose his serious outlook during combat, and he does not act impulsively before thinking. Chaud is voiced by Bill Switzer and then scott Perry in english dub. In the games, Chaud is the official NetBattler, which meets Lan while investigating water shortages
caused by WWW. He was presented as a ruthless cameraman who took his work seriously and removed any Navi who got in the way and initially saw Lana as a pest, but they gradually became friends. Although only a couple of years older than Lan, Chaud progressed much faster through
his education, and by the sixth (and final) game, he was already a college student. The end of the sixth game shows that he is growing up to become a world leader of international officials (president of the IPC in the Japanese version). This incarnation of Chaud wears the Navi sign
ProtoMan.EXE on the back of the vest for the first three games, unlike the anime and manga. In the anime, Chaud retains his personality in the game, although his respectful side develops much faster than in the aforementioned environment. He is the winner of the first series of the N1
Grand Prix, defeating his opponents in a matter of seconds. In Axess, he becomes a Net Saver (Pure Savior) and gets the opportunity to perform Cross Fusion with ProtoMan.EXE, but falls into depression after giving the Dark Chip ProtoMan.EXE in order to defeat the leader of Darkloid
ShadeMan.EXE. As this process eventually turns his Navi into Dark ProtoMan.EXE ( Dark Blues), Chaud feels responsible for his friend's suffering, and intends to correct his mistake. Chaud continues to regularly knead in Flow, Beast and Beast. The Japanese name Chauda (Enzan)
translates as fire mountain. This link was translated into its English name through Chaud, the French word meaning hot. The anime followed suit, naming Chaud's character Blaze. Furthermore, being a French word, Chaud is supposed to pronounced with a silent D, but it is mispronounced.
In English games Chaud is the name of the character, although he is called Eugene only during his introduction to the first game. Anime changes Chauda to his name. ProtoMan.EXE is based on the Proto Man original Mega Man series, as well as borrowing key features from the zero Mega
Man X series. Formed by Lord Wily to take over the real world and cyber world, WWW is an organization that makes repetitive appearances throughout the series, constantly met with defiance from Lan Hikari and MegaMan.EXE. Initially trying to conquer the Internet by building a virus of
life (Dream Virus), Wily was forced to dissolve members of WWW and go underground after Lan and MegaMan.EXE thwarted their plans. A former member of WWW, a professor, resurrected the virus of life as a life R virus, while his servants spread a zero virus. Wily and WWW eventually
surfaced, seeking to steal tetra codes that would allow them to access the SciLab network and claim an Alpha (Proto) networking program that went awry years ago, causing the devices connected to it to malfunction. Trying to sync with Alpha as soon as he was finally retrieved, Wily was
trapped in his body along with Bass.EXE, although his consciousness was recovered after the incident. WWW was revived for the last time at the end of the series, with Wily's goal being the destruction of both worlds with the help of giant Copybot (Copyroid) versions of Cybeasts, Gregar
and Falzar.In anime, WWW serves a similar purpose to its game counterpart, breeding terror and chaos throughout society through the network while searching for Ultimate NetNavi, later revealed to be a pharaoh. Unlike the events of the game, the original members of WWW, and even
Wily himself, join the main characters instead of starting all over again at the end. In Stream, however, WWW revives Tesla Magnus (Tesla Magnets) as Neo WWW. Initial and new groups often conflict with each other because of tensions that are more powerful. Dark MegaMan and its
Darkloid Servants would take over after the latest Neo WWW scheme, with memories of its lower-ranking members erased. Lord Wylie can be seen as the chief antagonist of the Battle Network franchise. He appears as the main villain of Mega Man Battle Network, Mega Man Battle
Network 3 and Mega Man Battle Network 6. He manipulates Sean Obihiro into leading NetMafia Gospel in Mega Man Battle Network 2, and his son Dr. Regal is the main villain of Mega Man Battle Network 4 and Mega Man Battle Network 5. He is jealous when his robotics studies are
sidelined in favor of Tadashi Hikari's breakthroughs in networking, and devotes his life to the destruction of a networked society. Combat Network 6 shows that, for a while, put aside the thirst for revenge, but it was however the death of Baril's father forced him to reconsider his decision. It is
voiced by Katsumi Cho in the Japanese version and paul Dobson in english dub.Mr. Match (known as Ken'ichi Hino (⽕野 ケチHino Ken'ichi) in the Japanese version) - He is the operator of FireMan.EXE, HeatMan.EXE and FlameMan.EXE, and appears in every game except Battle Network
5. In Battle Network, he manages FireMan and fills the Hikari family's furnace with viruses. In Battle Network 2, The Match is not related to the gospel, but instead allows Lan to battle HeatMan.EXE at any time. In Combat Network 3, he returns to WWW and manages FlameMan.EXE; It
tricks Lan into installing multiple programs that raises the temperature of SciLab to extreme levels. The match makes a cameo in the BurnMan.EXE scenario in Combat Network 4, and FireMan.EXE is a potential opponent in the Red Sun version of the game. In the FireMan.EXE scenario,
Match plans to destroy DenDome, but changes his mind when he notices a female hot dog stand owner who has come to cheer for him. Finally, Match appears with HeatMan in Battle Network 6, where he is a college student who becomes one of Lana's teachers. In the anime,
HeatMan.EXE was created by Mr. Famous from FireMan.EXE data when FireMan.EXE was faced with removal from the hands of FreezeMan.EXE, and fireman.EXE data was re-created from HeatMan.EXE when it collided with removal in the hands of PlantMan.EXE. In English anime he
has a Scottish accent, and FireMan.EXE is called TorchMan.EXE. Mr. Match is voiced by Katsuyuki Konishi in the Japanese version and Trevor Devall in the English daba. FireMan.EXE/TorchMan.EXE is voiced by Kenji Katugi in the Japanese version and ross Douglas in English dabe.
HeatMan.EXE is voiced by Issey Futamat in the Japanese version and Brian Drummond in English by dub.Mr. Higsby (known as Yamitararo Higure (⽇暮 闇太郎Higura Yamitaro) in the Japanese version) - He is a collector of rare war chips, who owns his own chip shop, 'Higsby's' (⽇暮屋バ
マ ナ). or as a way to steal rare chips from Yai in the anime, but Lan manages to show Higsby the error of his ways. Higsby usually remains a background character ever since, but plays a more active role in Battle Network 4: Blue Moon, where his store is threatened with redemption, and in
Battle Network 5: Colonel Team as a member of the anime team of the same name. Higsby is in love with Ms. Marie, has no ties to WWW, and sees Maysa and Commander Beef as rivals for her love; this fact is also briefly mentioned in Battle Network 5. Mr. Higsby voiced Yuji Ueda in the
Japanese version and Lee Tockar in English dub. NumberMan.EXE is voiced by Yuji Ueda in the Japanese version and Samuel Vincent in the English versionmaddy (known as Mada Iroaya (⾊綾 Madoi) in the Japanese version, Maddie in English anime) - she is an agent of WWW, and the
operator of WackoMan.EXE (ColoredMan.EXE in Japanese media). She was the mastermind of the incident when traffic lights in the city were changed to cause accidents. In the anime, she has a brief stint with the Gospel, but has found friendship with her fellow WWW operators.
WackoMan.EXE was found in the series. WackoMan.EXE duplicates himself and tries to act strong while he is a coward. Maddie is voiced by Junko Noda in the Japanese version and Tabitha Saint-Germain in english daba. ColorMan.EXE/WackoMan.EXE is voiced by Andrew Toth in
English Dub. Count Jack zap (known as Jack Electrel (ジャク エレキテ Jakku Erekiteru), aka Count Elek (エレキ伯爵Lekki Hakushaku) in the Japanese version) - he is a WWW agent and operator of ElecMan.EXE. In the anime, he is the brother of Gauss Magnus and promotes rivalry with
his brother because of their mother's preference for one over the other, and randomly inserts Engrish phrases into his speech in the Japanese version. In Beast, he encounters Ann zap, his wife, on the issue of inheriting the assets of his estate. The Count zap is voiced by Kenta Miake in
the Japanese version and Colin Murdoch in the English dabe. ElecMan.EXE is voiced by Suzuki Chihiro in the Japanese version and Kirby Morrow in English dub. Yahoot (マハ ジャマMaha Jarama) - He is a WWW agent, operator of MagicMan.EXE and lord Wiley's right-hand man. In the
anime, Yahoot is the host of a television yoga show and then becomes the owner of a curry shop Maha Ichiban. His fate is revealed in the Battle Chip Challenge, where he gave up his criminal life to help support his village in Edin's country. In the anime, however, he is considered the
world's top authority on curry, and uses the profits from his curry shop (which Lan frequent) to fund WWW operations. He later trains Dex to be a curry chef. Yahoot is voiced by Keiiche Sonobe in the Japanese version and Ron Halder in English dub. MagicMan.EXE is voiced by Katsuyuki
Konishi in the Japanese version and By Paul Dobson in English Dab. BombMan.EXE - BombMan.EXE (BlasterMan.EXE in English dub) is a NetNavi solo that works for Lord Wily. It is voiced by Hidenari Ugaki in the Japanese version and by Nick Harrison in the English daba.
StoneMan.EXE - StoneMan.EXE is a NetNavi solo that works for Lord Wily. It is voiced by Hiroaki Ishikawa in the Japanese version and by Ward Perry in english daba. The following solo NetNavis appear in the www area. PlanetMan.EXE - PlanetMan.EXE is a planet themed by NetNavi
and acting leader of the WWW area. In the anime, PlanetMan.EXE took over the lunar base and trapped the beef commander outside when he was sent to investigate. MegaMan.EXE and GutsMan.EXE went to the moon. While GutsMan.EXE was busy with viruses, MegaMan.EXE ran into
PlanetMan. With Lan with the help of additional Provided to him by Mr. Famous, MegaMan.EXE used its AquaCustom form to remove PlanetMan.EXE and save Commander Beef. PlanetMan.EXE is voiced by Dave 'Squatch' Ward in English dub. NapalmMan.EXE - NapalmMan.EXE
(MoltanticMan.EXE in English dub) is a NetNavi solo that works for PlanetMan.EXE. He guards the door in the WWW area, which opens if the player has V3 Navi BattleChips. In Battle Network 5, NapalmMan.EXE pops up where it is controlled by a fireworks manufacturer named Fyrefox. In
the anime, NapalmMan.EXE is NetNavi, which works for Darkland, which hypnotizes KnightMan.EXE in betraying Creamland so that the firewall can be destroyed and Darkland's NetNavis can invade. MegaMan.EXE rips down this plan and removes NapalmMan.EXE. In Stream, his
asteroid colleague is controlled by Fyrefox. NapalmMan.EXE is voiced by Koichi Sakaguchi in the Japanese version and Brian Drummond in English Daba. PharaohMan.EXE - PharaohMan.EXE is a NetNavi solo that works for PlanetMan.EXE. Although he appeared as an undercover boss



in Battle Network, he appeared in Battle Network 2 in the www area, where he tries to prevent MegaMan.EXE from advancing. In Network Transmission, PharaohMan.EXE protects the legendary www. In the anime, PharaohMan.EXE is a powerful NetNavi that was created by Dr. Hikari and
was put to rest after he was infected with the virus. He woke up during the MegaMan.EXE and ProtoMan.EXE fights during the N1 Grand Prix, where his attack, designed for ProtoMan.EXE, removes MegaMan.EXE. After that, PharaohMan.EXE made random attacks. After he turned
SharkMan.EXE, WoodMan.EXE and SkullMan.EXE into stone, PharaohMan.EXE ran into ProtoMan.EXE until a re-created MegaMan.EXE appeared to help. While they managed to defeat PharaohMan.EXE, BombMan.EXE and StoneMan.EXE left with PharaohMan.EXE. Lord Wylie tried to
reprogram PharaohMan.EXE only for PharaohMan.EXE to self-destruct enough to cripple Lord Wiley's base to avoid being made into Lord Wylie's servant. Some of his data samples were used to create Bass.EXE and the Gospel virus. PharaohMan.EXE is voiced by Fujiwara Keiji in the
Japanese version and Michael Copsa in English Daba. Takeo Inukai (⽝飼猛雄 Inukai Takeo) - He is a member of WWW in games, and Neo WWW in the anime. He is the operator of BeastMan.EXE. In Battle Network 3, he was once a zookeeper who freed all animals to scare people. In
AXESS, BeastMan.EXE (SavageMan.EXE in English dub) is Darkloid. In Stream Inukai was a former animal trainer who was fired because of his animal cruelty and used BeastMan to control them as revenge. He also has a pet lion named Manosuke. It got the asteroid BeastMan.EXE from
Slur. Takeo Inukai is voiced by Kiyyuki Janada in the Japanese version. voiced by Dai Matsumoto in the Japanese version and Scott McNeil in English Dub. Noboru Sunayama (砂ノボ Sunayama Noboru) - He is a member of the in games, and Neo WWW in the anime. He is the operator of
DesertMan.EXE. Sunayama was a television producer of DNN, who in Battle Network 3 created the N1 Grand Prix as a conspiracy to defeat Chaud and ProtoMan live to demonstrate the power of the World Troika. In AXESS, DeserMan.EXE is Darkloid. At Stream he worked for DNN and
stole Wily memorabilia for Tesla. It got the asteroid DesertMan.EXE from Slur. But Sunayama is voiced by Ken Narita in the Japanese version. DesertMan.EXE is voiced by Kiyuki Janada in the Japanese version and Ward Perry in English dub. Ray Saiko (⻄古レ Saiko Rey, Ray Saiko in
the English version of Battle Chip Challenge) - He is a WWW operator in games, and a member of Neo WWW in the anime. FlashMan.EXE operator. He is the least recognized of Neo WWW and, apart from his introductory episode where he drove a Navi race car, all his conspiracies are
related to the help of other members of Neo WWW. In AXESS, FlashMan.EXE is Darkloid. In the stream Rey received the asteroid FlashMan.EXE. Ray Saiko is voiced by Nobuyuki Hiyama in the Japanese version. FlashMan.EXE is voiced by Makoto Yasumura in the Japanese version and
Clay St. Thomas in english dub. Anetta (アネタ Anetta) - She is the operator of PlantMan.EXE in games, and Silk.EXE in anime. In games, she is a WWW agent and brainwashes Wily into believing that the cyber world is destroying nature. In the anime, she suffered from the disease for
most of her life with Silk.EXE acting as a nurse while PlantMan.EXE (renamed VineMan.EXE in English dub) is Darkloid. Silk was removed while trying to rescue her from a burning hospital, but Anetta insisted she was offended by Chauda because of her misconception about the situation.
Learning the truth, she becomes Yay's rival for Chaud's affections. Anetta is voiced by Ri Coogimia in the Japanese version and Marika Hendrix in the English daba. PlantMan.EXE is voiced by Hiroyuki Yesino in the Japanese version and Scott Logie in English dabe. BubbleMan.EXE is a
NetNavi solo that works for Lord Wily and drillMan's cousin. In AXESS, BubbleMan.EXE is Darkloid, which is loyal to ShadeMan. It is voiced by Chiyako Shibahara in the Japanese version and Gabe Huth in English dub. DrillMan.EXE is a NetNavi solo that works for Lord Wiley and is a
cousin of DrillMan. In the anime DrillMan.EXE is owned by an assistant president of a small company and used to distract ProtoMan.EXE, while he left with the part needed for a new PET only for him to run in WWW members. DrillMan.EXE is voiced by Trevor Devall in English daba. Mayor
Cain - He is the mayor of Cyber City and a benefactor of WWW. Later, he heads the organization's divisive faction. Mayor Cain's grandfather was the one who created Falzar to counter Gregar's threat, leading to events that made his grandfather a outsy. Joe Mach (Goo Mahha (⿇波 剛
Maha Gyo) in Japanese version) - He's Lana's teacher in Academy, but later found out that the operator BlastMan.EXE, as well as the agent WWW. He joined the organization because Wily once saved his daughter's life, but betrays WWW to save Lan.Blackbeard (Captain Kurohige (キャプ
テ 'クロヒゲKyaputan Kurohige) in the Japanese version) - He is an animal trainer in the aquarium of the Seaside Town and operator DiveMan.EXE. He is a member of WWW's Battle Network 6, and works for Wily beyondard's Beast. He and Yuika find themselves stranded in a world
opposite to their own in The Beast, forming an alliance with BubbleMan to commit crimes. Yuika (Chirol (チロ Chiroru) in the Japanese version) - She is the operator of CircusMan.EXE. She is a member of WWW's Battle Network 6, and works for Wily Beyondard's Beast. She and
Blackbeard find themselves in the opposite world in Beast, forming an alliance with BubbleMan to commit crimes. Vic (Cuyuharu Nyyodo (⼊道 露晴Nudo Tsyuyhara) - He is the operator of ElementMan.EXE. He is a member of WWW's Battle Network 6, and is a troubled forecaster who is
fired from his job in the anime. BubbleMan credits him with a Miniroid, and he has ElementMan hack the sea land pool system to get revenge on Lan and Co. when they unknowingly ridicule him. Prosecutor Ito (Satoru Roppe (六⽅悟Roppe Satoru) in the Japanese version) - court
prosecutor and operator JudgeMan.EXE. He is a member of WWW's Battle Network 6, and would like to eliminate NetCrime in the anime, unilaterally condemning navis before they are taken into custody. Baril (Barler, バレ-Bareru) - He is the operator of Colonel.EXE, and the official
NetBattler of Netopia, who is looking for Lan and MegaMan to form the Colonel's team. However, in Battle Network 6, he joins WWW (World Three). As a child, he was placed in the care of Lord Wylie, while his father went to war; as soon as Wiley learned that Baril's father had been killed in
action, he raised Baril as his own son. In the anime, Baril lived twenty years before the flow began (and will die at the beginning of the series), leaving Colonel.EXE solo Navi. With the technology known as the Past Tunnel, it is able to communicate with the characters of the present and
then travel between timeframes. In the show, he is an old friend of Dr. Wiley, while in the games is the doctor's adopted son. Colonel. EXE (カネKuener) - operated by Baril, Colonel. EXE is the head of the elite Navis team that freed the network from the influence of the Nebula in Combat
Network 5, and part of WWW's Combat Network 6. He is a cold, ruthless Navi; later at the end of the sixth game it was revealed that his emotional data had been separated from him and used to create a new Navi, Iris.EXE. His signature attacks include Screen Divide, where he performs
various forms of sword slash, and Aspire Break, an obscure finish. Professor - Professor is an unnamed person who is the chief antagonist of MegaMan Network Transmission. According to Higsby, he MEMBER WWW, who was acting head of WWW at the time lord Wylie was in hiding. It
spread a zero virus that caused problems on the web. After zero was converted to NetNavi thanks to MystData, he helped defeat the professor, who was then arrested by NetPolice. In Beast, the professor is responsible for the beast viruses that appear and its creation of the zero virus
remains intact. Yahoot claims to be a professor www researcher who is not in the field like other members of WWW. The professor owns a sushi factpry that serves as a front for his secret laboratory, which is under. After he sacrificed his life to destroy the professor's airship, the professor
escapes his destruction by parachute and is arrested by NetPolice. Professor Takura Kitagawa in the Japanese version. GravityMan.EXE - GravityMan.EXE is a NetNavi solo that works for a professor. He encounters MegaMan.EXE at the Strange Grav Center, where he acted as a
watchmaker. GravityMan.EXE initiates its destruction sequence only to be removed by MegaMan.EXE. In AXESS, GravityMan.EXE is Darkloid. GravityMan.EXE is voiced by Yoshimitsu Simoyama in the Japanese version and Robert O. Smith in english dub. StarMan.EXE - StarMan.EXE
(NovaMan.EXE in English dub) is a Solo NetNavi who works for a professor. He was going around to spread fake vaccines for the zero virus and retreats when confronted with MegaMan.EXE. In the No Grav StarMan.EXE zone, it fights MegaMan.EXE and is removed. In AXESS,
StarMan.EXE is Darkloid. StarMan.EXe is voiced by Kumiko Yokote in the Japanese version. SwordMan.EXE - SwordMan.EXE is a NetNavi solo that works for a professor where three swords give him a different personality. He appears as the boss who guards the way to the virus of life.
SwordMan.EXE defeated ProtoMan.EXE before being defeated by MegaMan.EXE. In the anime, SwordMan.EXE is Darkloid. In the Japanese version, SwordMan.EXE three heads are voiced by Tetsu Inada (red sword), Daisuke Kirii (blue sword), and Tsuguo Mogami (yellow sword). In the
English dub, SwordMan.EXE is voiced by Paul Dobson.Gospel (ゴペGoper) refers to the organization NetMafia led by the mysterious Gospel of the Boss (ゴペ⾸領Gosper Shurych) and the wolf as a monster that unleashed the organization. (The Boss Gospel is renamed Kid Grave, and
the organization and creature are renamed Grave and Grave Virus Beast respectively in English anime.) In Battle Network 2, the creature, known as the Gospel, was created from a collection of bugs in various programs, while in the anime, the Gospels, and The Bass were created from the
remains of Pharaoh. Gospel and Cybeast Gregar are similar in appearance because of the way they were born; Merging Errors. Sean Obihiro, known as Shun Obihiro (帯広 シュ'Obihiro Shun) is the true identity of the Shuro gospel. As a child, Sean's parents died in a plane crash.
Ostracized by his peers, he decided to inflict by forming the Gospel while taking the pseudonym of the Lord Gospel (Children's Grave in english dub). Without his knowledge, he was manipulated by Wily all the time. Sean eventually changed his ways when Lan offers him a hand of
friendship. The Battle Chip Challenge revealed that FreezeMan was his original NetNavi. In the manga, he works undercover, as Kei Yuki, an extremely bright professor from Amerup. In the anime, his Lord Gospel is a form robot that is controlled by Lord Wily. After the Gospel virus is
destroyed, the body of the Lord of the Gospel robot is transmitted to Bass.He voiced by Noriko Hidaka in the Japanese version of the first anime, Junko Minagawa in the Japanese version of AXESS and Katie Veseluk in the English dab. Gauss Magnus (ガウ マグネツGaussu Magunettsu) -
He is THE CEO of Gauss Inc. original operator MagnetMan. He is rich and second in the gospel team. In games, he met his end at the hands of Lan while trying to hijack a plane. In the anime, he cross-dress with Wily-mania, which was defeated by WWW. Gauss also reveals that Count
zap is his brother, something that was only strongly implied in games. In Stream, he acts as a Neo WWW cleaner for a short period of time before playing matchmaker for his daughter and Charlie Airstar. Gauss is voiced by Hideyuki Umedzu in the Japanese version and Ron Halder in
English dabe. MagnetMan is voiced by Tomoyuki Como in the Japanese version and Michael Dobson in english dub. Arashi Kazefuki (⾵吹 アシCasefuki Arasi) - AirMan Operator. In Battle Network 2 and anime, he airman hack the Yay air conditioning system to infect him with gas. While
he impersonated the mechanic in the game, Arashi is the owner of a small company surpassed by Ayano Tech and operated by AirMan with a courtesy phone at a subway station. In the game, he is allegedly killed by a bomb hidden in a suitcase, as punishment for his failure. In the anime,
he is caught by NetAgents after his defeat and arrested by police. Arashi is voiced by Brian Dobson in English Dub. AirMan is voiced by Susumu Tiba in the Japanese version and Peter New in the English dabe. Speedy Dave (Daisuke Haiami (速⾒ ダケHayami Daisuke) - He is a park
ranger in the game, and is a childhood friend of Sala in the anime. He is the operator of Fast Man. He does not like the garbage and destruction of nature, so he sided with the Gospel to destroy the dam in the game and arrested after the defeat by Lan. In the anime, he simply warned
people, pretending to be on the side of the gospel and not being arrested. Speedy Dave is voiced by Kosuke Okano in the Japanese version and Kirby Morrow in English Dub. Fast Man voiced by Masaru Motegi in the Japanese version and Alistair Abell in English dub.Mr. Dark (ダク ミヤビ
Adu Miabi) in the Japanese version) - He is a mysterious mercenary for hiring, who stands on the side of the Gospel in the second game and the team in the fifth (under the pseudonym Dusk in English versions), and the operator ShadowMan. In the anime, only his Navi appeared in the
second season of EXE while he made his appearance in the stream. In both cases, he and ShadowMan were out to eliminate MegaMan until Lord Wily persuaded him to put aside his work and join Lan. In the anime, he becomes one of the members of Cross Fusion, marked by Duo. Mr.
Darke is voiced by Kenichi Obo in the Japanese version. ShadowMan is voiced by Kentaro Ito in the Japanese version and by Ron Halder in English Daba. Princess Pride (プリセ プドPurinsesu Puraido) - She is Princess Creamland (Brightland in English anime) and cameraman
KnightMan. In Battle Network 2, she tries to kill a group of official NetBattlers with booby traps, but inadvertently falls into one herself. Chaud suspects that she joined the Gospel to avenge the countries that left the Kremlin. In Battle Network 5: Team Colonel, she seeks to help Creamland by
mining MagnoMetal, but accidentally puts Mayl, Dex and Yai in danger. Pride and KnightMan join the Colonel team afterwards. In the anime, she befriends Lan, disguised herself as a boy, and pops up in Flow as one of the members of Cross Fusion, marked Duo. Princess Pride is voiced by
Tomoko Kawakami in the Japanese version and Gillian Michaels in English dub. KnightMan is voiced by Gene Horikawa in the Japanese version and Russell Roberts in the English dabe. FreezeMan.EXE - FreezeMan.EXE is a NetNavi solo that works for the gospel and leads gospel
attacks on the web. It has taken control of environmental control systems around the world to cause natural disasters. In the anime, FreezeMan.EXE is responsible for the near removal of FireMan.EXE. He later controls robot penguins to freeze all of DenTech City. MegaMan.EXE had a
hard time fighting FreezeMan.EXE before HeatMan.EXE appears to help drive away FreezeMan. During the threat of the gospel virus, FreezeMan.EXE fights HeatMan.EXE again, where HeatMan.EXE manages to defeat it. When FreezeMan.EXE retreats back into the gospel to allow the
Lord of the Gospel to heal it, ShadowMan.EXE arrives and removes it (Removing FreezeMan.EXE in the hands of ShadowMan.EXE is removed from the English dub and has been modified to make it look like that HeatMan.EXE has removed it). FreezeMan.EXE is voiced by Snebro Tanaka
in the Japanese version and Mark Oliver in English Dub. CutMan.EXE - CutMan.EXE is a solo NetNavi, which is the deputy commander of the yumland occupying forces and tasked with eliminating survivors from countries that shadowMan.EXE attacks. It has been removed by
MegaMan.EXE. In the anime, CutMan.EXE briefly heard a warning from MegaMan.EXE and its allies about the threat of the Grave. CutMan.EXE makes itself known MegaMan.EXE after the failure of quickMan.EXE to destroy the dam. Combined with WoodMan.EXE, MegaMan.EXE uses
Electro-Wood Tower to remove CutMan.EXE. It turned out that CutMan.EXE brothers named Giro, Sabura, Shirou, Goro and Rokura (Winnie, Sammy, Jerry, Joey and Nicky in English dub) who tried to avenge MegaMan.EXE for the murder of his brother Taro. In the Japanese version of
CutMan.EXE Taro and CutMan.EXE Giro voiced by Chiako Shibahara, CutMan.EXE Sabura voiced by Tomoko Ishimura, CutMan.EXE Shirou voiced by Kay Kobayashi, CutMan.EXE Goro voiced by Kumiko Watanabe, CutMan.EXE Rokuro voiced In English dub, all Brothers CutMan.EXE
voiced by Scott McNeil.DarkChip Syndicate It is unique in that, apart from Dr. Regal (and Ms. Yuri in the anime), no named human operators are shown to be associated with the group.Dr. Regal (Dr.リガ 'Docuta Rigaru' is the human mastermind of Nebula, and operator LaserMan. He is the
son of Dr. Wiley and comes from a small, authoritarian country known as The Nation of Nsw. However, near the end of the game, it shows that it is behind the spread of Dark Chips. It sends LaserMan to the asteroid, but MegaMan pursues Navi. LaserMan is removed as a result of the
battle, and MegaMan manages to prevent a crisis. Dr. Regal jumps from the top of the NAXA building to avoid arrest and is presumed dead. In Battle Network 5, he kidnaps Dr. Hikari and uses the Nebula to take over the entire Cyberworld. As the ProtoMan team or team colonel slowly takes
back the internet, Regal will prepare to activate the SoulNet system. Using SoulNet, which was developed by Tadashi Hikari and Dr. Wiley to connect human emotions, and the Grey Nebula, a monstrous program that is the embodiment of evil, he plans to permanently corrupt the population.
However, it is thwarted by MegaMan, which destroys the Grey Nebula and DarkChips. After the battle, Regal has a decade of his memory erased; The team version of the Colonel game shows that it was Dr. Wily that caused this amnesia. He works for SciLab at the end of the game. In the
anime, Dr. Regal is Kingland's best energy scientist. In the past he was rescued from the Duo plane crash, which chose him as a probe to monitor life on Earth, and adopted by Wily. At Axess, he visits Dr. Hikari to look at the size-size command transformer used by the Darkloids to justify in
the real world, but is eventually recognized as the leader of the Nebula. He, along with Ms. Yuri, collaborate with Darkloids to sow havok at Cyberworld. When ShadeMan, the leader of the Darkloids, becomes suspicious of people, he is attacked by LaserMan and forced to flee. Dr. Regal
later uses Regal Tower to create a global measurable area. After removing ShadeMan once and for all, now-Cross Fused Dr. Regal moves to destroy SciLab. It's foiled by Lan and MegaMan, use Full Synchro to severely damage him.Dr. Regal voiced Trevor Devall in English Dub. In
Rockman EXE: The Program of Light and Darkness, it turned out that Regal became a heavily fragmented data. It merges with the Gray Nebula (a program created by Dr. Wily) and tries to use the Spectrum phenomenon to gain access to, and eventually destroy, the real world. After losing
to MegaMan and Bass, he appears in the Stream, using duet crosses to gain great power. However, it is destroyed once and for all duo himself.Dr. Regal first appears in Volume 10 Manga Mega Man NT Warrior as Director of Weapons Development for the country, Netopia. It later
emerged that Dr. Regal was behind the Darkoids in the Pure Army of Netopia and that he wanted MegaMan's ability to merge with Bass, so that the Gray Nebula could become even more powerful. However, using Beast Out, MegaMan destroys the Grey Nebula. Bass then destroys Dr.
Regal's submarine, killing him. Darkloids is a group of solo Navis who are addicted to DarkChips. They are Nebula operatives in games, while they are an independent group that collaborates with the organization in the anime. ShadeMan.EXE is a vampire bat-themed Navi that appears in
Combat Network 4 and Battle Network 5. Closer to the beginning of Battle Network 4, he kidnaps Roll with the intention of absorbing her energy. MegaMan tries to fight him but can't hit him because of his Dark Power. ShadeMan is leaving, but not before dropping DarkChip. This DarkChip is
later used by MegaMan to defeat Shademan. In the additional side quest, Solar Boy Django and MegaMan use PileDriver in an attempt to remove Navi once and for all. He returns to Battle Network 5 as one of the Darcloids who have taken over Cyberworld; he controls the Oran Island
network. In the anime, he is the leader of the Darkoids. Upon discovering that DarkChips eventually remove any Navi that uses them, ShadeMan vainly tries to kill Regal. LaserMan holds the PositionMan position as the leader of the Darkloids, and ShadeMan is later removed by Cross
Fused Dr. Regal. ShadeMan.EXE is voiced by Hidetoshi Nakamura in the Japanese version and Scott McNeill in English dub. LaserMan.EXE is Dr. Regal's personal Navi. He tries to control Comet Duo in Battle Network 4, and cross fuses with Regal during the climax of the axen so they
can destroy SciLab. LaserMan.EXE is voiced by Kazuhiro Nakata in the Japanese version. BlizzardMan.EXE - Snowy themed Navi. He controls the ACDC network. BlizzardMan.EXE is voiced by Akio Suyama in the Japanese version. CloudMan.EXE is a cloud navi driven by the SciLab
network. CloudMan.EXE is voiced by Tomoyuki Shimura in the Japanese version. CosmoMan.EXE is an asteroid-themed Navi that holds control of part of the End City network. He succeeded LaserMan.EXE as leader of the Darkloids after his removal. CosmoMan.EXE is voiced by Saitiro
Tanaka in the Japanese version. Dark MegaMan.EXE - Dark this is an evil MegaMan.EXE clone that is created when Lan used a vaccine chip to free MegaMan.EXE from the influence of DarkChips. Dark MegaMan.EXE is voiced by Akiko Kimura in the Japanese version. The duo (デュオ
Dyo) is a mysterious creature from space. In both Mega Man Battle Network 4 and Rockman EXE Stream, Duo aims to cleanse the Earth of evil. In games Duo is the operating system of an asteroid ready to destroy the Earth. He was attracted to the planet by the spread of Dark Chips,
which was provoked by the Nebula. After Dr. Regal sabotages NAXA's attempts to divert the asteroid, he sends LaserMan in an attempt to control it; However, LaserMan is removed by MegaMan. The duo then appears before MegaMan and, forcing Navi to fight with his dark soul, engages
him in battle. MegaMan manages to destroy the battle body duo and, using the energy of people around the world, successfully changes the course of the asteroid. Before leaving MegaMan, Duo warns that he will return again someday. In the anime, he is a bohemian entity created by an
alien race. Fifteen years before Flow, the duo visit the Earth and rescue Dr. Regal and Ms. Juri from a plane crash, turning them into probes. He returns after seeing the violence caused by Regal, but decides to spare humanity if it proves its worth. It is voiced by Kenji Nomura.Duo
possesses many extremely powerful abilities, many of which are manifested in the form of weapons of the space age. His fists can det away and shoot through rocket engines to hit his enemies. In its chest cavity is explosive artillery, which was launched either by direct or self-guided, or by
mines or missiles. This cavity can also compress on itself to release a powerful focused laser beam that fans at certain points across the spectrum. His most destructive method is anger exposure, where he releases a wave of energy that resembles his face. In the anime, Duo also has the
ability to separate Navis and operators from Cross Fusion with a simple thought that allows them to take on physical bodies while in its asteroid. Cybeasts are the titular cyber beasts from Mega Man Battle Network 6: Cybeast Biggar/Cybeast Falzar. They were originally created by the
mayor's grandfather Cain. Lord Wiley is keen to get legendary beasts so he can wreak havoc on both Cyberworld and the real world. Their exact roles in the story depend on the game version: the name Cybeast is absorbed by MegaMan.EXE and later destroyed by it, while the opposite
Cybeast is absorbed by CircusMan.EXE and ultimately removed by Colonel and Iris.In anime, Gregar and Falzar each lead an army of zoanoroids. Cybeast Gregar, known as Cyber Beast Glaga (電脳獣グレガDenn'j' Gureiga) in Japan, is a legendary wolf-like intelligent program created
from accumulated bugs, just as gospel Megavirus.In he is the leader of the Gregar Army, which consists of zonoroid versions of BlizzardMan.EXE, DarkMan.EXE, GutsMan.EXE, GutsMan.EXE, MetalMan.EXE, NapalmMan.EXE, NumberMan.EXE, PharaohMan.EXE, PlantMan.EXE, Fast
Man. EXE, Sparkman.EXE, StoneMan.EXE, WhaleMan.EXE, and YamatoMan.EXE.Cybeast Falzar known as Cyber Beast Falzer (電脳獣ファザDenneyo Farusa) in Japan, is the legendary falcon, as the sensible program created by Dr. Cain program will go awry, eventually becoming as
much threat to Cyberworld as its original enemy. In the anime, he is the leader of Falzar's army, which consists of zoanoroid versions of CloudMan.EXE, FreezeMan.EXE, GateMan.EXE, KendoMan.EXE, LarkMan.EXE, Meddy.EXE, Punk.EXE, SnakeMan.EXE, SwordMan.EXE and
CutMan.EXE Brothers. SparkMan.EXE was once part of Falzar's army until it was transformed into the army of Gregar zoanoroid PharaohMan.EXE.Bass, known as forte (フォテForute) in Japan, was to become the first fully autonomous NetNavi, completely independent of the operator, and
extremely powerful. Bass was falsely accused of causing massive problems in the original internet, and was almost killed by SciLab's elite corps. Dr. Cossack, the only person he trusted and its creator, was arrested before he could connect Bass to security, leading Bass to believe that he
had betrayed him as well and has hated humanity ever since. In Battle Network 2, Sean Obihiro of the Gospel tried to create an army of bass clones, which eventually led to the accidental creation of the Gospel Megavirus. During the game, Bass removes one of these clones and swears at
humanity. Bass returns to fulfill his promise in Battle Network 3, where he helps Wily in using Alpha to destroy the network society; however, Bass absorbed Alpha with Vila himself. Then he is approached by the remnants of the megavirus of the gospel, which saves him and merges with
him. He later faces MegaMan in a secret area, and narrowly wins. It turned out that he suffers from amnesia, but Megaman successfully remind him of his creator, Kossak. Thrown into confusion, Bass leaves. In Battle Network 4, Bass is deep in undernet hibernation like a statue, and
awakens when meeting Megaman. Once defeated, he retreats and vows to become stronger. In Battle Network 5, the post-game boss created by dark power takes on its likeness, but its true I can also fight. Whenever he wins, he leaves of his own accord; this trend continues until Battle
Network 6. There Bass collides in his tombstone in Undernet and many times after that. The final confrontation with Bass is his most powerful when he absorbed the power of the cybasta in his body. After the defeat, it drifts away into the net and is available as a chance encounter in the
area of the cemetery. In the anime, Bass was created according to Faroahman Wiley. Bass appeared to the left of the Pharaoh's data, which Wiley did not use to make the gospel. While the Gospel contains the ultimate pharaoh program, Bass, on the other hand, is a reincarnation soul, but
lacking any memories that were used in the acceptance of the Gospel, although he later restored his memories after reading Megaman's memoirs. Bass is voiced by Matt Hill in English dub. In the manga, von Bass remains true as the original, but with a darker and sinister personality. It is
infamous as Black Shadow, the strongest Pure Navi in Undernet. Also, compared to the anime and the game, Bass is portrayed with a deeper rivalry and to a certain extent, friendship with MegaMan.Yuichiro Hikari (光祐朗Hikari Yaichiro) is Lana's father, and creator of MegaMan. He
followed in his father's footsteps, working as a scientist and well-known authority in everything that has nothing to do with the network. So he's often away working on his latest project on SciLab. At Axess, his focus shifts to merging the operator and NetNavi in a process known as Cross
Fusion, which later inspired the 'Double Soul' ('Soul Unison') concept in games. Yuichiro's father, Dr. Tadashi Hikari, is considered the founder of the computer network system in the Battle Network series. Thus, Yuichiro is seen as an expert in networking. Although he has not seen NetNavi
of his own, he is the creator of numerous NetNavis, including MegaMan.EXE. In the games, in an attempt to save his dying son, Hub, he creates MegaMan by placing the boy's DNA in the Navi program. In the anime, Yuichiro is often the scientist responsible for new designs and additions
to pre-existing PET models, and his research into the nature of dimensional areas leads to the creation of Synchro Chip allows Cross Fusion, a unique ability that allows the operator to merge with his/her NetNavi.In the Japanese version, Yuichiro Hikari voiced by Koichi Nagano and then
Tokuyoshi Kawashima in the stream. In the English dub, Yuichiro Hikari voiced by Michael Adamthwaite.Haruka Hikari (光はる⾹Hikari Haruka) is a caring mother of Lana, who works at home and prepares extravagant meals for husband and son. In the anime she is portrayed as somewhat
naive, although she always wishes all the best to her loved ones. In Game 5, Haruka ends with Mile inviting more to teach her cooking, while Mile returns the favor and teaches her NetBattle.Haruka Hikari is voiced by Masako Joe in the Japanese version and Nicole Oliver in the English dub.
Tadashi Hikari (光正Hikari Tadashi) is the inventor of Cyberworld. It bears a visual resemblance to Dr. Light of the classic Mega Man series (this is explained by the Japanese word 'Hikari', loosely meaning 'Light'). He died long before the events of the Battle Network series, and appears only
in the form of archival data. He first appeared on Battle Network 3, after Lan and MegaMen defeated Alpha. He talks to his grandchildren for a short time before Alpha begins to collapse. It also indirectly saves MegaMan, as Navi is located in the Alpha area, where Tadashi's personal data
was posted. Tadashi also in Combat Network 5 inside 'Vision Burst.' Vision Bursts revolve around Tadashi and Wiili's work on SoulNet, and show that two scientists have decided to stop working on the project to allow their descendants to finish it.Mr 江⼝名. In games he is the creator of
several powerful Navis, including GateMan.EXE, KendoMan.EXE., GridMan.EXE (FootMan.EXE in English dub), and Punk.EXE, although he does not have one in the anime. In every game he appeared in, each of his Navis were created by fans of the series in the Capcom-sponsored
contest (except Punk). The running gag in the anime includes Famous repeatedly trying to convince Lan not to use Mister ('san' in the Japanese version) when addressing him. With each passing series, the number on the Famous shirt increases by one. It started at 15 and ended at 19,
designed to present the Mega Man/Rockman franchise of the age. In real life, Masakazu Eguchi is the name of the screenwriter for the games, and he often cosplays as Meijin on the official Japanese events.Mr. Famous voiced by Keiji Fujiwara in the Japanese version and Jonathan
Holmes in the English dub. Solo NetNavis are NetNavis that have no owner. Aside from those that work for WWW, Gospel, and Darkloids, the following Solo NetNavis are listed below. BowlMan.EXE - BowlMan.EXE is a bowling-themed NetNavi. In the blue version of Battle Network 3, he
has #2 Undernet. In AXESS, BowlMan.EXE received DarkChip from Darkloid, which improves his game. This corrupts it by causing CrossFusion MegaMan.EXE to remove it. BowlMan.EXE is voiced by Toru Okawa in the Japanese version and Colin Murdoch in the English dabe.
BrightMan.EXE - BrightMan.EXE is a light themed NetNavi. In online transmission, BrightMan.EXE falls victim to a fake vaccine for zero virus. MegaMan.EXE had to defeat him to get it cured. It is implied that he has an owner who runs one of the shops in the shopping area. In AXESS,
BrightMan.EXE is Darkloid who pursued Raoul and ThunderMan.EXE, where he removed Navi's friend of theirs. During the Darcloids' struggle with SearchMan.EXE and ThunderMan.EXE, BrightMan.EXE is removed by ThunderMan.EXE. BrightMan.EXE is voiced by Katsuyuki Konishi in
the Japanese version and Richard Ian Cox in english dub. ClockMan.EXE - ClockMan.EXE is a time travel NetNavi that appears in Rockman.EXE Operate Shooting Star. He likes to collect beautiful women from different periods of time. It took the collaboration of MegaMan.EXE and Star
Force Mega Man to defeat ClockMan.EXE.DarkMan.EXE - DarkMan.EXE is a powerful NetNavi from Battle Network 3. Mega Man encountered DarkMan.EXE in the secret undernet area after the removal of 10,000 Navis.JunkMan.EXE - JunkMan.EXE (JunkDataMan.EXE in English dub) is
NetNavi, which was born out of unwanted data. In Combat Network 4, JunkMan.EXE Faces vs. MegaMan.EXE in the Blue Moon tournament. In AXESS, JunkMan.EXE collects satellites and other space debris to make up his castle. This led to a confrontation with MegaMan.EXE, Roll.EXE
and Glyde.EXE. JunkMan.EXE is voiced by Kenta Miake in the Japanese version and Terry Klassen in English Dub. LarkMan.EXE - LarkMan.EXE (known as SwallowMan.EXE in Japan) is a bird themed By NetNavi. He appears in Battle Network 5 as an optional boss in Undernet 1. In
Stream, LarkMan.EXE is Darkloid, which works for Dark MegaMan.EXE. LarkMan.EXE is voiced by Kisho Taniama in the Japanese version. MistMan.EXE - MistMan.EXE is a genie themed By NetNavi. In the white version of Battle Network 3, he has #2 Undernet. In AXESS, MistMan.EXE
appears in a castle that emerges from the sand in the desert, and he obeys the one who holds his lamp. MistMan.EXE is voiced by Yaretha Kosugi in the Japanese version. Serenade.EXE - Serenade is NetNavi, which is the ruler of Undernet. In Battle Network 3, Serenade makes its base
on the Undernet server. YamatoMan.EXE - YamatoMan.EXE (JapanMan.EXE in the English version of the game) is a spear-wielding armored samurai themed NetNavi. In Battle Network 3, YamatoMan.EXE worked at SciLab before quiting to work for Serenade in Undernet. MegaMan.EXE
fights YamatoMan.EXE in the second part of the Secret Area.Ms. Marie, known in Japanese versions as Mariko Sono (W園 まり⼦ zone Mariko) - She is a class teacher 5-A at ACDC/DenTech (Densan), whose students are Lan, Mile, Dex and Yai. She serves as an adult accompanying
many of Lana's activities. It has no NetNavi in the anime, and uses generic in games. Ms. Marie is voiced by Noriko Hidaka in the Japanese version and Janise Jo in English Dub. Sal (Saloma (zロマSaroma) - She is the owner of a boxed dining stand and an environmentalist; it is also a
WoodMan.EXE operator. In the anime, she is a gardener who takes on the identity of Black Rose (黒バ仮⾯Curobar Stone) as a pure agent; Unlike Maysa/Commander Beef, Sal uses WoodMan with and without disguise, leaving little doubt about her secret identity. She is also in love with
Dave in the anime. Sal is voiced by Imi Minami in the Japanese version and Kelly Sheridan in English dub. WoodMan.EXE is voiced by Toshihide Tsuchiya in the Japanese version and Lee Tokkar in English dub. Ribitta (Kero Midorikava (緑川ケロMidoricawa Kero) - She is a television
personality in DNN, and is often seen as a reporter or TV presenter. ToadMan.EXE operator. She was a fairly minor character in the pre-Battle Network 5 games when she joined the Colonel's team in an attempt to get an interview with the team. In the anime, she and Higsby are
commentators on the N1 Grand Prix. Ribbita is voiced by Akiko Nakagawa in the Japanese version and Sharon Alexander in Englishdub. ToadMan.EXE is voiced by Akiko Nakagawa in the Japanese version and Vincent in English dub. Raoul (ウ Rauru) - He is the operator of
ThunderMan.EXE. In the anime, he is the leader of a gang called Team Thunder, which opposes the corrupt mayor of Notopia. He and Chaud often dress up in disco outfits during missions together. Raul is voiced by Nobuo Tobito in the Japanese version and By Mark Gibbon in english
dabe. ThunderMan.EXE is voiced by Daiki Nakamura in the Japanese version and David Kaye in English dub. Tamako Shiraizumi (⽩泉 たま⼦Shirizumi Tamako) - She owns a souvenir kiosk in front of Yoka Hot Springs and a MetalMan.EXE operator (HeavyMetalMan.EXE in English dub).
In the anime, she has a passion for NetBattling and offers her customers the opportunity to take home their goods without paying if they are able to beat her. Tamako Shiraizumi is voiced by Takako Honda in the Japanese version and Willow Johnson in English daba. MetalMan.EXE is
voiced by Susumu Chiba in the Japanese version and John Payne in English Daba. Chisao Oyama wasオ チ the younger brother of Dex and originally lived in Netopia. He is too young to manage his NetNavi, although he is a NetBattling prodigy (filming the Advance program with GutsMan
in anime when Dex himself couldn't). He firmly believes that his brother is the best NetBattler in the world and GutsMan is the best NetNavi in the world. Renamed Chisao Ogreon in English anime and manga. Chisao is voiced by Tomoko Ishimura in the Japanese version and Nathan Tipple
in english dabe. Shuko Kido (城⼾⾈⼦Kido Shoko) - She is the operator of AquaMan.EXE (SpoutMan.EXE in all English media except Battle Network 4), who believes that she is the most unlucky girl in the world because of the bad things that always seem to happen randomly around her.
In Battle Network 4: Blue Moon, she is one of Lana's opponents in the first tournament; AquaMan.EXE later tries to help MegaMan fight LaserMan.EXE, but is instead obsessed with MegaMan's Dark Soul. In Battle Network 6: Cybeast Falzar, Shuko works as a teacher and employee of the
Seaside Aquarium to put her twin brothers Atsu and Tai (Atsuho and Taichi) through college. In the anime, after Higsby establishes a sense of confidence in her, she begins to idolize him and work in his chip shop. Shuko is voiced by Mamiko Noto in the Japanese version and Chantal
Strand in English daba. AquaMan.EXE is voiced by Chiemi Chiba in the Japanese version and Matt Hill in english dub. Rika (Laika カRayka) - He is NetSaver from Sharo, and operator SearchMan.EXE. He was trained to be an elite soldier, and sees NetBattling as a war. In Battle Network
4, he is one of Lan's rivals in the Red Sun version. In Battle Network 5, he is a member of the ProtoMan team. In Axess, he often relies on cunning and instinct to solve his battles against Nebula and Darkloids, and looks down on Cross Fusion. Initially, this puts him at odds with Lan, who
feels inferior because he tends to do things without thinking, but finds them surprisingly effective together. In Stream, he becomes one of the members of Cross Fusion marked by Duo. Raika is voiced by Hiro Yuki in the Japanese version and Matt Smith in English Dub. SearchMan.EXE is
voiced by June Fukuyama in the Japanese version and Brian Dobson in English Dub. Dingo (ディゴ) - Dingo is a Netopian who takes a quick liking to Lan, and operator TomahawkMan.EXE. In the games, he was originally aboard the luxury liner of the czech republic, where the steering
system, the development of which is responsible for many deaths in his hometown, was sold. His attempt to hijack the system and steal the booster system was thwarted by a colonel who persuaded him to join the Colonel's command. In the anime he works at Maha Ichiban as a delivery
boy, and becomes a member of Cross Fusion marked Duo.Solar Boy Django (太陽少年ジャゴTayo Seen Django) - Django is the main character of the video game series Konami's Boktai. In the Battle Network universe, he is depicted as a fictional vampire hunter, and The Fight Castle in
Castillo is based in part on his adventures. In Battle Network 4, Django appears in Cyberworld and, with the help of Lan and MegaMan, uses PileDriver to destroy ShadeMan.EXE. In the Japanese version of Battle Network 6, MegaMan and Django battle the Count of Groundsoaking Blood.
Django's signature weapon is Gun Del Sol, which is available to MegaMan as the BattleChips series.Rush - In Rush games is part of Navi Customizer, which helps the user in multiplayer battles, as well as the virus and Battle Chip in the first game of Battle Network. In the anime, Rush is an
onsen-loving dog virus created by Yuichiro and set in Pet Mile when Roll and friends try to recover MegaMan.EXE. Rush has the opportunity to travel between the real world and the cyber world with advanced holographic technologies. It can also turn into a Chip Rush Synchro while in the
real world, increasing the operator's Synchro rating, allowing Mail to cross the fuse with Roll. The vocal effects of Rush are provided by Akiko Kimura in the Japanese version and Samuel Vincent in English by dub.Ms. Yuri (Yuriko Szono) - Ms園 ゆり⼦. Marie's twin sister. In the first combat
network, she was a WWW agent who left the organization to become a summer school teacher. She has a palette swap for Ms. Marie in the game, but is redesigned and given a much more significant role in the anime. There, she is second in the Nebula and Operator team to
NeedleMan.EXE (NeedleMan.EXE is managed by unnamed gardener Yay in Mega Man Network Transmission, and it is also called SpikeMan.EXE in English dub). She was separated from her twin sister fifteen years before the series began, and raised Dr. Wily. At the end of the Axe, she
faced the choice to kill her sister or betray the Nebula. After all, she cuts ties Nebula. Stream becomes one of the members of Cross Fusion marked by Duo. Ms. Yuri is voiced by Noriko Hidaka in the Japanese version and Janyse Jaud in English dub. NeedleMan.EXE is voiced by Toshihide
Tsukia in the Japanese version and Tony Alcantara in English Dub. Masa (マ) is the owner of the fish stand and operator of SharkMan.EXE. In the anime, he has a secret personality as a beef commander (ビフ司令 Byfu Shiri), one of the pure agents and uses only SharkMan.EXE while
costumes. During the day, he often lectures children on the various benefits of fish and calcium, and claims that he does not have NetNavi. Masa fell in love with Miss Marie, but Miss Marie fell in love with Commander Beef. In Beyondard, Masa is the leader of human resistance, acting
under the name Captain in Masks (覆⾯隊⻑Fukumen Tache). Although he thinks NetNavis is lame in the anime, he netNavi even in the first game of Battle Network and does not masquerade as a beef commander. Masa is voiced by Jin Horikawa in the Japanese version and Richard



Newman in English dub. SharkMan.EXE is voiced by Dosk Brown in English daba. Mia Kuroy (黒井みゆき Kura Miyuki) is a fortune teller and operator of SkullMan.EXE. She is the owner of an antique shop as well as a pure agent in the anime, taking on the identity of Mysteriyu (みゆみゆ)
in the original version). Mia voices Hiyosa in the Japanese version and Anna Kummer in English dub. SkullMan.EXE is voiced by Riichi Nishimoto in the Japanese version and Brian Drummond in English dub.Dr. Froid (氷川清次Hikawa Seiji) - employee of the Water Channel and operator
IceMan.EXE in games. Maddie from WWW kidnap his son and then blackmail him into freezing DenCity water supply. In the anime, the roles of Freud and his son change: Freud is kidnapped, and Tories are forced to obey WWW, as well as to be the owner of IceMan.EXE. Dr. Freud is
voiced by Takuma Suzuki in the Japanese version and Brian Drummond in English Dub. IceMan.EXE is voiced by Noda Junko in the Japanese version and Samuel Vincent in English dub.Ms. Millions - Ms. Millions (Ms. Millionaire in Japanese games and all versions of the anime) Rich
Netopian, who is the operator of SnakeMan.EXE. She buys a collection of Lana chips after they are stolen from him, but returns them as soon as MegaMan defeats SnakeMan in battle. In the anime, she tries to capture MegaMan and force him to endlessly fight for her entertainment until
Chaud and ProtoMan.EXE expose her scheme. Ms. Millions voiced Rio Natsuki in the Japanese version. SnakeMan.EXE is voiced by Russei Nakao in the Japanese version and Brian Drummond in English Daba. Toraki (荒駒 虎吉Aragoma Torakichi) is an experienced chess NetBattler,
which is the operator of KingMan.EXE. In the anime, he beats the world's largest computer in a match with his father, Saikichi, a famous technique known Furinkazan. He challenges Lan to chess NetBattle, with their Navis on the line until the battle crashed ShadoWMan.EXE. Tora is voiced
by Masaya Onasaka in the Japanese version and Scott McNeil in English Dub. KingMan.EXE is voiced by Keiko Sakai in the Japanese version and Scott McNeill in English Daba. Mamoru is the son of the creator of Undernet, the current manager of Undernet, and probably the operator of
Serenade. During MegaMan Battle Network 3, he has a fictional HBD disease from which twin brother Lan Hub died years before the series began. When PlantMan causes the hospital system to go awry while Mamoru is in surgery, his life is in jeopardy. Tensuke Takumi (匠 転助Takumi
Tensuke) is an elderly man obsessed with tops who is the operator of TopMan.EXE. He is looking for ways to impress his grandson with his Navi. In the anime he participates in NetBattles for the same reason. Tensuke Takumi voices Masashi Hirose. TopMan.EXE voices Kenichi
Ogata.Kosuke - grandson of Tensuke, who loves NetBattling, but finds the tops boring and antique. In the anime, he appears every once in a while as a background character, and likes to watch action themed programs on television. Terry Jomon (上⽂ テオGemon Teruo) - Terry is a robot
specialist, operator of SparkMan.EXE and spoiled grandson of chief Jomon Elec. He tricks Lan into believing that his free PET maintenance scheme and changes the files in his PET to cause problems. In AXESS, SparkMan.EXE appears as Darkloid and Terry does not appear in the anime.
SparkMan.EXE is voiced by Yuto Kazama in the Japanese version and Byon Brown in English daba. Atsuki Khomura (⽕村 アツキHomura Atsuki) - Atsuki is the operator of BurnerMan.EXE (short for BurnMan.EXE in the English version of Battle Network 4). He and Mr. Match form an
intense rivalry; Fights BurnerMan.EXE and FireMan.EXE cause flames in Cyberworld. In the anime, Atsuki does not appear and BurnerMan.EXE appears as Darkloid. BurnerMan.EXE is voiced by Shin-ichiro Miki in the Japanese version and by Richard Ian Cox in the English dub. Ivan
Chillski (Ivan Kulsky (Japaneseワ. コオリキIwan K'risuk) in the Japanese version) - Ivan is the operator of ColdMan.EXE (FridgeMan.EXE in English dub), who is originally from Sharo. It considers even a bit of warm temperatures as unbearably hot, preferring the cold and hacks to
Netopia's weather control system to create a blizzard. After his NetBattle with Lan, Ivan is arrested and sent to prison in NetFrica much to his despair. In AXESS, ColdMan.EXE is Darkloid. At Stream, Ivan Chillsky is a world-renowned data compression engineer and Operator of Asteroid
ColdMan.EXE. In anger over the disapproval of his latest project, he kidnaps Navis from all over the world using his technology. After the asteroid ColdMan.EXE is removed Cross Fusion ProtoMan.EXE, Ivan is arrested By NetPolice. Chillsky is voiced by Katsumi Suzuki in the Japanese
version. ColdMan.EXE is voiced by Shinji Kawada in the Japanese version and Alec Willows in English daba. Lilly (Ran Igarashi (五⼗嵐Igarashi Ran) in the Japanese version) - Lilly is the operator of WindMan.EXE. Every time she drinks from a bottle around her neck, she becomes
incredibly violent, since she was mistakenly filled with wine. In the anime, she is the priestess of Shiisaa Island, who guards the Temple of the Lord of the Wind, and instead acts foolishly when intoxicated. Lilly voices Aya Hisakawa in the Japanese version. WindMan.EXE is voiced by
Shunsuke Sakuya in the Japanese version. Viddy Narsi (ナシ ヒデNarush' Hide) - Viddi Narsi is a television producer and member of Neo WWW in the anime. VideoMan.EXE operator. In Battle Network 4, he tries to defeat Lan and MegaMan in the Eagle tournament by using a rewind
program that has led to the reverse control of MegaMan. In AXESS, VideoMan.EXE is Darkloid. In Stream, he gets Astroid VideoMan.EXE picked up By Sunayama to take part in the crimes of Neo WWW. His favorite color is pink, and he claims to be over the floor. His schemes tend to be
bizarre, involving strange things such as slapping rabbit ears on video game characters and dousing the entire island in a curry. Viddi Narsi is voiced by Hiroshi Kamiya in the Japanese version. VideoMan.EXE is voiced by Tomomichi Nishimura in the Japanese version and Don Brown in
English dub.Dr. Cossack - Dr. Cossack was the chief scientist of SciLab and creator of Bass. He was branded a traitor during the Alpha Uprising and imprisoned, but was sometimes released. He helps Lan and MegaMan several times in Mega Man Battle Network 3. When Lan and Mega
Man infiltrate the WWW base, the Cossack uses a pulse transmission that sends his consciousness into The Cyberworld and makes an elevator that leads inside the base to work, only to confront Bass shortly after repairing the elevator. Realizing what Bass had become, he intended to
self-destruct with Bass, but Bass retreated and the Cossack was hospitalized due to his injuries. Before being taken to the hospital, Cossack asks Lan and MegaMan to remove Bass.Tesla Magnus (テ マグネツTesura Magunettsu) in the Japanese version) - Tesla is the daughter of Gauss
Magnus, and the second operator MagnetMan.EXE. In games, she is a member of the ProtoMan team, while in the anime, she is the founder of the organization NetCrime, Neo WWW, which is very sensitive to her age, often seen with Charlie Airstar, and becomes one of the members of
the Cross Fusion marked Duo. Tesla Magnus is voiced by Michiko Neyi in the English dabe. Charlie Airstar (チャリ エアch'タ East) - Charlie is a Pilot of the Netopian Helicopter and operator of GyroMan.EXE. In games, he joins the ProtoMan.EXE team after showing that GyroMan's flying
ability is proving valuable as an asset. In the anime it becomes one of Cross Fusion marked by the Duo, and is regarded as a player, although he forms a stable relationship with Tesla Magnus. Charlie Airstar is voiced by Yasunori Matsumoto in the Japanese version. GyroMan.EXE is
voiced by Daisuke Kicio in the Japanese version. Fyrefox (Nenji Rokushakudama (六尺⽟ 燃次Rokushakudama Nenji) - Fyrefox, a fireworks manufacturer, is the operator of NapalmMan (NapalmMan was previously featured in Battle Network 2 as a standalone Navi). In the anime, he was
originally the operator of Nenjiro, which was removed in an accident related to fireworks. He discovers the injured asteroid NapalmMan in a pat, which he slowly nurses back to health. In gratitude, Atroroid NapalmMan decides to change his evil ways and become Navi Fyrefox's. Fyrefox is
voiced by Tomohiro Nishimura in the Japanese version. Jasmine (ジャミJasumin) is a jasmine girl from Choina, and is a cameraman for Meddy.EXE. In the games, she joined the ProtoMan team in search of a cure for her grandfather's illness. In the anime, she met Lan while searching for
medicinal herbs for her instructor back home. She becomes one of the members of Cross Fusion, marked by Duo. In the Japanese version, Jasmine voices Saeko Chiba. Meddy.EXE is voiced by Yumi Kakazu in the Japanese version. Iris (アリAirisu) Mysterious girl who appears in front of
Lan. In games, she becomes one of his new classmates when he moves. In the anime, she acts as a guardian for Trill, able to control the MegaMan 'Beast Out' factor while in Beyondard. In both incarnations, she is, in fact, Navi, who has the ability to manifest himself in the human world as
a modified CopyBot (Copyroid), as well as the colonel's younger sister. In Battle Network 6, it was designed to control weapons systems; In anime, it can bypass firewalls without supporting damage, and can erect powerful barriers to protect itself or others while in the real world or cyber
world. Mick (Kojiro Aragaki (新垣 コジロAragaki Kojiro) is one of Lana's new classmates in Battle Network 6. He thinks very little of Lana and wants to crush him in NetBattle, or humiliate him in front of his new classmates, but warms him up. In the anime, he is a resident of a fishing village in
Beyondard who has feelings for森 明⽇太 Mr. Fakhran.Tab (Asuta Smori (Yamori Asuta) in the Japanese version) - Another of Lana's classmates in Battle Network 6. He runs Asuta Land, his own chip shop. Pat Fakhran (パクチ ファPaci Faran) in the Japanese version - Pat is an expert
chef from YumLand and operator SlashMan.EXE. In the anime, she is a woman who worked aboard a cruise ship that was attacked by the WhaleMan.EXE zoanoroid. She was the only survivor, washed on the shore near the fishing village. Pat Fakhran is voiced by Sayaki Ohara in the
Japanese version. SlashMan.EXE is voiced by Tomokazu Sugita in the Japanese version. Al Ferry (Kunio) (鉄男Kurogane Kunio)) - He is a train conductor and ChargeMan.EXE operator. In the anime, he, Chaud, Mail try to prevent JunkMan.EXE zoanoroid from destroying the beyondard
railway tracks. Al Ferry is voiced by Takayuki Sugo in the Japanese version. ChargeMan.EXE is voiced by Juguo Mogami in the Japanese version. Moljarti (Dotaro Horisugi (堀杉 ⼟太郎Gorisugi Dotaro) is a hard-working, expert digger who is the operator of GroundMan.EXE. In the anime,
Chaud and Milo meet him and his partner, Mr. Press, while in Beyondard. Together, the duo casually travel to a world parallel to their own, wreaking havoc as they chase after the coin fell on Kousuke. Moliardi is voiced by Takashi Kondo in the Japanese version. GroundMan.EXE is voiced
by Koichi Tochik in the Japanese version. Mr. Press (ミタプレUmizut Puresu) is a hard-working and innovative proponent of recycling, who is the operator of DustMan.EXE, and finishes all his offers with de gozaru in the Japanese version. In the anime, Chaudh and Mailu meet him and his
partner, Moljarti, while in Beyondard. Together, the duo casually travel to a world parallel to their own, wreaking havoc as they chase after the coin fell on Kousuke. Mr. Press is voiced by Hiroyuki Yoshino in the Japanese version. DustMan.EXE is voiced by Taketora in English dub. Dark
Spit (Dark Kirisaki (ダク キリキDaku Kirisaki) in the Japanese version) - Dark Spit is the operator of EraseMan.EXE (KillerMan.EXE in the Japanese version). He is a teacher in Battle Network 6, having received training in the art of killing Twilight, and heads the beyondard unit of human
resistance in the anime. In both incarnations, he is called the Black God of Death (黒死神 Kuroi Shinigami) in the Japanese version. The dark braid is voiced by Yuki Kaida in the Japanese version. EraseMan.EXE is voiced by Takehara znishi in the Japanese version. Ann Electel is a エレキ
テ ア elderly woman who is the wife of count zapa and the second operator of ElecMan.EXE. In the anime she is portrayed as a much younger colleague of a former WWW member who wishes to inherit her husband's assets. In the past, on the day she was supposed to marry another man,
zap knocked out the groom and stole Ann with a diamond ring. After joining WWW, he left without telling Anne his whereabouts prompted her to look for him. Ann zap is voiced by Yuki Matsuoka in the Japanese version. Master Teng-Fian (⾵天⽼師Fuuten Roshi) in the Japanese version is
an old man who is one of Lana's teachers in Battle Network 6. His navigation TenguMan.EXE.Mr. HatMan.ハトMisute Hatto is a master wizard appearing in Rockman EXE Phantom of Network, who is the operator of HatMan.EXEShuichi Eboshi (烏星 修Eboshi Shuichi) - the son of Mr. Hat,
who feels forgotten because his father is always busy with his magic shows, entering Lan's class as a transfer student. In the anime, it is a transmission instead of entering the Tory class, which is mesealed by Phantom HatMan in converting large areas of the city into spots of flowers. Tori
Freud (Toru Hikawa (氷川 透Hikawa Toru) - He is a friend of Lana, co-founder of the Onsen Club with Ms. Marie, an experienced figure skater and violinist, and operator of IceMan.EXE in the anime. His father, Dr. Freud, runs a city water company, and because of this www blackmails him
to do their job before Lan comes to the rescue. In the games, Tori is never mentioned by name, IceMan.EXE is the navi of his father, and he is kidnapped so that his father cooperates, while in the anime, the opposite is true. His game design was that of the overall NPC sprite; Its design and
role in the anime are quite original. Tory Freud is voiced by Watanabe Kumiko and Rhys Thompson in English Dub. GreenMan.EXE - He was an opponent of GutsMan.EXE in the N1 Grand Prix and was named only in English dub. GreenMan.EXE was defeated by GutsMan.EXE in 30
seconds. RocketMan.EXE - also known as BreakMan.EXE in the Japanese version, RocketMan.EXE is a NetNavi with a rocket launcher on its back and rocket launchers for weapons. He was a rival to Tori and IceMan.EXE at the N1 Grand Prix. RocketMan.EXE was defeated when it was
frozen by IceMan.EXE. He and WhaleMan.EXE got a chance to return to the tournament where they went against ProtoMan.EXE and ShiningMan.EXE. Both were defeated by ProtoMan.EXE. RockeMan.EXE is voiced by Daiki Matsubayashi in the Japanese version. WhaleMan.EXE -
whale-themed NetNavi. He and his unnamed owner were rival to Commander Beef and SharkMan.EXE at the N1 Grand Prix. The beef commander had a SharkMan.EXE stall to give Lan time to complete the development of the Advance program for his match with Yahoot. Once it was
done, the commander of the beef sharkMan.EXE defeat WhaleMan.EXE. He and RocketMan.EXE got a chance to return to the tournament when they went against ProtoMan.EXE and ShiningMan.EXE. Both were defeated by ProtoMan.EXE. In AXESS, WhaleMan.EXE is one of the
NetNavis that was captured by Allegro while he was working at the aquarium. In Beast, WhaleMan.EXE has an analogue of zoanoroid, which is part of Gregor's army. WhaleMan.EXE is voiced by Brian Drummond in English Daba. PickMan.EXE and DrillMach.EXE - Peak-themed NetNavi
and drilling themed NetNavi is operated by two unnamed operators. The error in English dub is that DrillMach.EXE was accidentally called DrillMan.EXE. They had to be opponents of BombMan.EXE and StoneMan.EXE only to be defeated by them during training and allowing
BombMan.EXE and StoneMan.EXE to win by default. At AXESS, two of them are among the NetNavis that captured Allegro while they were working on a construction site. DrillMach.EXE is voiced by Trevor Devall in English daba. ShiningMan.EXE - NetNavi, resembling Rainbowman. He
and his unnamed owner were on the team with Chaud and ProtoMan.EXE in the team tag match against RocketMan.EXE and WhaleMan.EXE. The ProtoMan.EXE attack not only defeated RocketMan.EXE and WhaleMan.EXE, but also forced ShiningMan.EXE to exit the system to the
horror of its owner. In AXESS, ShiningMan.EXE is one of NetNavis stolen from Allegro while he was working at the lighthouse. ShiningMan.EXE is voiced by Samuel Vincent in English Dub. Saburou - Saburou is the owner of The Slick Noodle Restaurant and the owner of SanukiMan.EXE
(NoodleMan.EXE in English dub). He was a competitor for the www. Curry's Number 1 curry restaurant. Commercials and the catchphrase NoodleMan.EXE were popular with viewers. To spy on Curry's number 1, Saburu gave SanukiMan.EXE in Chisao as SanukiMan.EXE revs in
GutsMan.EXE lookalike called NuggetsMan.EXE (KutsMan.EXE in English dub). When NoodleMan.EXE accidentally gives away his signature pose while fighting MegaMan.EXE and GutsMan.EXE, Lan found out what the slick noodles behind. When SanukiMan.EXE was defeated, Lan
confronted Saburu and prevented WWW members from taking revenge on Saburu and SanukiMan. Instead, Lan both sides of the compromise, collaborating on a curry udon dish that he heard about. Saburu voices Toshihide Tsuchiya in the Japanese version and Tony Alcantara in English
dub. SanukiMan.EXE is voiced by Koichi Nagano in the Japanese version and by Richard Ian Cox in English Daba. AKI is an incredibly popular digital idol singer who starts a competition in Jawaii looking for someone who can better impersonate her. She is infected with a virus that causes
her to pounce on others, but is saved by MegaMan.EXE and co. Both IceMan.EXE and GutsMan.EXE have feelings for her, although they can't touch her as her program differs from NetNavi. In the Japanese version, her hit called Anata is not HEART ni Set! Kyuta Hoshida (星⽥ 球太
Hoshida Kyuta) is a translation student who enters Lana's class. His father, Kuuma Hoshida, a well-known baseball player, will be replaced by the Nihon Senators. He has difficulty adjusting to his new life, but with the help of Lana feels welcome. He is the operator of LeagueMan.EXE.Keifer
(貴船 誠⼼Kifune Seyshin) - the commissioner of NetPolice, who commands NetSavers.Manuela (真辺 鈴Manabe Rin) - a personal assistant to Keifer, who almost never leaves his side. Mount Misaki (岬 梧郎 Misaki Gore) - NetSaver and Detective NetPolice, who is the first person to try
Cross Fusion. Operator PrisMan.EXE. PrisMan.EXE is voiced by Daisuke Ono in the Japanese version and John Payne in English Dub. Elder NetNavis - NetNavis and friends of TopMan.EXE, who are run by unnamed elderly residents of Akihara Silver Center. IgoMan.EXE - igo-themed
NetNavi. It is voiced by Daisuke Kiiri in the Japanese version. ShogiMan.EXE - Shogi-themed NetNavi. It is voiced by Daisuke Ono in Japanese - Gate themed NetNavi. It is voiced by Makoto Yasumura in the Japanese version. ShiatsuMan.EXE - Shiatsu themed NetNavi. It is voiced by
Hirofumi Nojima in the Japanese version. ShuutomeMan.EXE - NetNavi, which resembles an elderly woman with a cup of tea. Mameo (まめ男) - a boy in the same class as Chisao, who completely hates vegetables. He is the operator of Asteroid PlantMan.EXE. He no longer has an
aversion to vegetables after betraying the asteroid PlantMan.EXE and removal. Yui Hazuki (葉⽉ ユHazuki Yui) is a clumsy secretary who, without realizing it, becomes an Asteroid StoneMan.EXE operator. She is tired of her work, and accidentally begins to turn everything she touches into
stone because of Navi's handmade work. Hunter (ハタHunte) - Detective netPolice.mac (マクMakku) and Harry (ハリHari) - Two brothers who incite hatred against Manuela for breaking their NetCrimes in the past. Together they are the operators of the asteroid GravityMan.EXE, which
supports the duo in making her believe she is overweight. Iria (リヤ) is a well-known fencing master who is a friend of Laika. He travels from Sharo to participate in a fencing tournament in Japan. He is the operator of the asteroid YamatoMan.EXE, and his Navi steal ancient Japanese
weapons from museums. Katsuki Domon (⼟⾨ 凱Domon Katsuki) is the perpetrator of the explosion incident, which is the original operator of the asteroid NapalmMan.EXE. He tried to regain control of the asteroid NapalmMan.EXE after losing his PET in a meeting with MegaMan.EXE, but
was arrested as soon as Fyrefox calmed the frantic Navi down. Cardamom (カダモKarudamon) is the grandfather of Jasmine, who is a well-known pharmacist in Choina. He booby-traps his home and surrounding mountain paths to prevent people from harming the wild as well as protect
their medical secrets. The Route (IトReto) is a guide to the automotive museum, designed to control autopilot systems in cars. It sacrifices itself to distract the asteroid BrightMan.EXE, but collects with backup data. Ken (ケ) and Mary (メリ) - a couple who works for the leader of a gang
collecting cars. The last of them is held hostage by his boss, while the former becomes the operator of the asteroid BrightMan.EXE, manipulating the autopilot systems of every car in the city to return his girlfriend. Rat (トRatto) is a wannabe criminal who intends to unlock every existing lock
through a seal system on the Internet. Allegro (アレグロAreguro) is a child robot that is a genius in the construction of Dimensional Areas, but uses his intelligence to catch Navis in the game. Unaware of Bass's expectations as a little brother, Allegro's consciousness is shattered. Kitomar -
hunter's father, who is a detective of the Utopian police station. After following ShadeMan.EXE twenty years in the past through the last tunnel, MegaMan.EXE arrested them as he thinks Navi is working with Jackass.Shanka (シャカ) - friend Dingo, who hails from the same village. She
hopes to return a totem pillar stolen from their village hundreds of years earlier, which was discovered and stored in an art museum, in its place. Romeda Andru (安藤 ロメダAnde Romeda) is a fortune teller who struggles to become famous in her field. She is the operator of the asteroid
StarMan.EXE. Her name comes from the name of the constellation Andromeda. Kawase (ディプ カワセDepu Kawase) is an avid ninja who is the operator of the asteroid SwordMan.EXETrill (トリ-Toriru) - a child of Navi, created by Tadashi Hikari from Beyondard. Trill was discovered by
BubbleMan.EXE after thawing from the colonel's icy seed. Being in an infant state, he did not stop crying until he was held by MegaMan.EXE, but grew up and gained the ability to speak. Trill is known as The Synchronist and is actively sought by the Army and Wily of Beyondard for his
special talents. It's The Power of Trilla that allows MegaMan.EXE to beast out. In the final episode of the Trill cache data duplicate series, Lan and MegaMan.EXE gather their strengths and defeat Cash. It is able to store viruses in pockets to protect itself. Makoto Aoka (蒼⽊ 真琴Aoka
Makoto) - the main developer of technology CopyBot, Makoto - the former girlfriend of Mr. Famous. Although her brainchild is stolen by zoanoroids, she invents a weapon capable of destroying CopyBots, and helps SciLab in contact with a group sent to Beyondard.Rhythm - a character who
was teased as an upcoming love interest in ProtoMan.EXE; The series ended before it appeared in any stories. Received on August 26, 2007. Capcom. Received on the 2008-09-18-Mega Man IV instruction. Capcom. Received in 2008-09-18-Capcom (December 17, 1996). Mega Man 8.
Capcom. Level/area: End of Mega Man 8. Wily: S... Excuse me! I was wrong! Please forgive me! / Mega Man: It's the same old apology Wily! Over and over again... Mega Man 2: Power Fighters. Arcade. Capcom.-Capcom employees (September 5, 2008). Inafun-san answers your
questions!. Capcom. Received on 2008-09-17'Wednesday 10: Video game characters who must die. Ign. February 18, 2009. Received on August 7, 2009. Protodudesrockmancorner.blogspot.com november 23, 2008. Received on December 19, 2011. And Mega Man 10's third Playable
Hero . . . - Wii News on IGN. Wii.ign.com. Extracted 19 December 2011. -Capcom Unity Van Duin, Marseille. 'Mega Man 10 DLC Round-up Part One'. Received on April 11, 2010. 'The Ultimate Mega Man Retrospective'. Received on December 2, 2010.'Interview mega Man network with
Keiji Inafuna'. Mega Man Network.'Keiji Inafune dropped crazy Mega Man secrets on me. Destructoid.'Mega Man PC website: Dr. Cossack's Lab. Interordi.com. Received on December 19, 2011. Mega Man and Bass: quinte CD recording received 2009-02-21 abcdefPaugh, Miranda L.
'Mega Man Home, Mega Man (1) Database, Robot Masters. Received on September 27, 2008. Sinister6.com January 13, 2007. Received 19 December 2011.' Mega Man Headquarters Gaming Information - Mega Man (1)'. Archive.sonic-hq.net archive from the original on March 16, 2011.
Received on December 19, 2011. Received on September 27, 2008. 'Rockman X4 X - Kouryaku File'. Capcom. ISBN4-06-329293-2. Best Mega Man Feature. Period.' Play the magazine. 3 (4).' abcdefghi'Megaman NT Warrior Cast and Crew'. tv.com. Archive from the original dated March
30, 2009. Mega Man Battle Network 2. Chaud: I heard the story once... Creamland was one of the first countries to get into the network. That's how this tiny country is so fast becoming so powerful. But soon after, the big country caight up to Creamland. Creamland was just on their way and
was left behind... The princess may have joined the gospel to take revenge... MegaMan NT Warrior: Axes/Rockman EXE Axes Episode #48, 2004-MegaMan NT Warrior: Axess/Rockman EXE Axess Episode #51, 2004-MegaMan NT Warrior/Rockman EXE Episode #29, 2002Secret of
Rockman EXE - Official Illustrated Guide (ロクマエグゼひみつ オフィシャトガ設定ド). ISBN4-86233-059-2. Extracted from ' ' mugen mega man x characters
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